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(i)

A B S T R A C T
Planning for eafsty of pedestrians and pedestrian 

facilities has be on a longstanding problem in none countries. 
Urban traffic congestion is not peculiar to any particular 
geographical location or historical period for it appears in 
a variety of forum and Its universality suggests underlying 
aspects that are only partially related to modes of 
transportation. The main causes of urban traffic congestion 
appear to be overcrowding of population and economic activity 
into scull areas of land with land uses that have maximized 
transport requirements • The great built and density of urban 
buildings plus the concentration of employment in the central 
areas of many cities have oreated u volume of people anu goods 
movement that has become increasingly difficult to ccco -i^date 
effectively.

On average* pedestrian transport accounts for 15 to 35 per 
cent of urban travel in developed countries end from 30 to as 
high 70 per cant In citss of developing countries. .Despite 
this fact* en examination of urban transport development during 
the past few years reveal that little attention has been given 
to pedestrian mods of travel and other non-H&otorlaed forms of 
transport bs it in the transport planning process or in reality 
itself.

>  lk.tng trips for all purposes in Nairobi dominates all the 
other modes of travel such ae public and private transport 
and cycling. 1 .us* this simple act of walking plays on 
intergral part in the transport system of any centre and 
yet little is known* especially in the developing countries*



about the movamenta of pedestrians and the problem they 
encounter with, in terms of afety and inconvenience, in 
their daily trips. We are all aware of the conflict between 
the pedestrian and the automobiles, but most of our studies 
on this conflict has tended to concentrate more on the 
automobiles rather than the pedestrians or both.

This thesis attempts to examine the problem of pedestrian 
movements of Nairobi. This i8 done without the use of detailed 
quantitative analysis, but rather by the use of descriptive 
method which concentrates on exposing the major problems so
as to corns up with viable and implement able solution to the 
problem.

Within the study, efforts have been made to illustrate, as 
an action plan, how the problem of pedestrian movements 
be solved in certain areas in the Central Area of Ilairobi. 
Finally an attempt is made to set out a policy for pedestrian 
movements in the Central Area of Nairobi.

The problem of pedestrian movements in the Central Area of 
Nairobi dearly shows that the pedestrian mode of travel has 
not been fully incorporated into the transportation planning 
proceas used by the planners and other authorities in Nairobi 
City Council. As such it appears evident that rather major 
alterations and modification of the present planning methodology 
and techniques are necessary to deal with the pedestrian mode 
Ox trc\ol which claims the biggest percentage over the other 
modes of transport such as private and publio transport and 
cycling in Nairobi.

(ii)
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The Biaple act of walking plays on intergral 
part in the transport system of any centre, he it in 
the rural or urban areas, and yet little is idown, 
especially in the developing countries, about the 
movements of pedestrians and the problems they 
encounter, in terms of safety, comfort and convenience, 
in their daily trips.

Vje ere aware of the conflict between the 
pedestrian and the motor vehicles, but most of our 
studies, unfortunately, on this conflict has been 
biased have thus concentrated on vehicles rather 
than the pedestrians. Thus a great deal of our time 

research has been spent and done in coming into 
grips with vehicles, without considering what this 
moans from the point of view of the pedestrian.

. It therefore appears that the human problems
of safety, comfort end convenience that the pedestrians 
face in their daily movements in cities are given 
secondary importance to the convenience of the motor 
vehicles.

1.1 “

talking tripe for all purposes, according to 
the findings of the K -jeobi Urban ^tudy Group, 1970, 
emerges as the predominant mode of travel over all 
the other modes of transport. figure 1 shows the 
distribution of total daily trips by different modes, 
to all purposes in Nairobi in 1970.

1



FIGURE 1 Nairobi: 1970 trip d is tribu tion  

by mode

i

source: NUSG



She case of Nairobi is not unique, for it is 
also common with most of the other developing 
countries. In developing countries there are evident 
car ownership disparities and as such only the very 
affluent section of the population can afford to own 
and operate a car. The largest part of the population 
depend on walking, bicycling and public transport for 
all their daily movements. Table 1 shows tho very 
high dependence of the population on walking in 
selected cities of the developing countries. The 
table also gives the car ownership ratios in these 
cities.

2

In Nairobi car ownership distribution 
corresponds with the distribution of incomes. The 
prevalence of low inoome households to the east of 
the Central Area can be seen to restrict car 
ownership considerably. Car ownership is more common 
among people who live to the north and weet of the 
Central Area which corresponds both with the 
distribution of high income population and with 
private transport trip distribution. There are 
however, a number of areas which are comprised largely 
of higher income residential development appear to 
have relatively lew oar ownership rates. The reason 
for this oncoaly is that in addition to the high income 
households there exist an equal number of low income 
domestic and ancillary employees in these areas who 
lower the rate of car ownership. Map 1 shows the 1970 
car ownership distribution in Nairobi while Table 2 
shows car ownership probabilities.

2



1,31 1
*diking and motorised transport 
in selected cities: 1968-- 1972

M ( i

•0/1000 
.0 )

(JIU-l-b 1963-1972) talking

w

rublio
Transp o rt
U ) ( D

* rivatfe 
Trans
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<*)

T SHI 
L  (AUJ
Urbai Nation.

-j/o j u m * Tanzania 67 N.A. I .A . 100 33 7
-IIIwHASHA, ZAIRE 63 N.A. N.A. 100 N.A, 3

1, IAIVAE 48 38 14 100 10 ' R.A.
3 .I .3 3 I ,  aENTA 46 17 37 100 53 12
-111G.-BORE (2) 39(3) 24 37 100 68 66
--U3JIHE, SWITZERLAND 1970 ) 35 17 48 100 230 220

UL * KOREA 27 67 6 100 22 4

BOGOTA, COLOMBO (1969)
LIT 31 INCOME GROUP'S

-  LG*' INCOME • - 55 40 5 100
- I331UM INGCML 5 70 25 100 22 13
-  HIGH INCOME 10 90 100

bouroes ; Owen »; AUTOMOBILE AMD CITIES
-  STRATEGIES BOR USVSLOPXBO
0 CULT.3 ~ t . j «

EoVY*. h; 13 BLAH DB TRANSPORT DB LA 
REGION L USANNOICE.

Notes: (1) Includes private automobile* motorised 
tv;c-wheel, end taxi trips.

(2) Modal split for work and school 
trips only.
oik and bicycle trips.(3)



MAP -  1

Car ow nersh ip  d is tr ib u tio n  1970

T r a f f i c d i s t r i c t  b o u n d a r y  >\
0 0 c a r s p e r h e a d  /
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0.4 c a r s pe r h e a d

SOURCE'- NUSG 1970
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T A B L E  2

CAR OWNERSHIP PROBABILITIES 
N A I R O B I

Income
Category

Average Reported 
Household income 

£ p.a.
Probability 
hold owning 
0 1

of House- 
"nM cars 
2 3

1 48 0.972 0.020 0.008 -

2 151 0.981 0.017 0.002 -

3 251 0.964 0.036 — -

4 451 0.855 0.131 0.010 0.004
5 751 0.743 0.234 0.019 0.004
6 1051 0.451 0.458 0.087 0.004
7 1801 0.263 0.582 0.137 0.018
8 3001 0.096 0.575 0.298 0.031
9 4000 0.083 0.419 0.393 0.105

\

Source: NUSG. Nairobi Metropolitan
Growth Strategy: 1972
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The latter case w-s done by the Nairobi Urban Study Group, 
from Home Interview where it was possible to relate car 
ownership and household income, irrespective of area of 
residence, and so as to establish the probabilities of a 
household owning 0, 1 or 2 or more oars according to income*.

talking as a mode of travel dominates the other 
modes of transportation in Nairobi due to other factors 
: from car ownership disparities. The alarming world
inflation has c ^ e d  further difficulties among the majority 
of the population in Nairobi, For instance, the public 
transport of which some of Nairobi residents have had to 
roly on because of its relatively low fares was hit by 
inflation and had to increase their fares in February 1976 
and March, according to a report**, the average fare per 
..seenger has gono from 40 cents in July 1973 to 75 cento 
in 1976, a rise of 87.5^* louring the same period 
ssenger per bus per day dropped from around 1,000 to 750. 

overall passenger carried have thus declined and ad justing 
for the rise in population, this was a 2 drop (1976).

The drop in the use of public transport in the 
city (which is officially monopolised by the Kenya Isus 
services limited) can be asemed to be applicable to 
the "matatus*, since the latter© fores are the same 
with those of Leny~ bus Services Limited.

* Nairobi Metropolitan Growth Strategy
Volume Two : Appendix Pour ; Transportation

** Transportation Management Services Ltds Nairobi 
Passenger Transport Study ; Projection of 
Development - Kenya Bus Service Limited
1975 - 1985 : 10th April, 1976

3
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"Matatus" are the smaller passenger carrying vehicle 
up to 3 tons unlaiden weight which art allowed to 
operate without Licenses under the Transport 
Licensing Act, from which they have been exempted by 
residential Leoree of June 1973.

The major declines in the use of buses and 
"matatus” occured Immediately following fore rises 
and this indicates great elasticity of demand 
dependent upon changes in price.

This leaves walking and oycllng as the other 
cheaper modes of travel. But cycling is not a much 
favoured mode of travel among the residents of Nairobi 
(see ligure 1 ). dince there ore no defined and 
protected cycle tracks in the Central <area of 
Nairobi, few people are willing to take the risk of 
intermingling with the motor vehicles and therefore 
cycling in the Central .--rea, ot present, con be harsadous 
-bus with the use of bicycle eliminated, walking, os ?*
- mode of travel in Nairobi, lias undoubtedly become 
predominant above all the other modes of transport,

1.2 - ^  -
The population of Nairobi is Increasing at an • 

cU.analog rate and as it can be noted from Table 3, the 
highest projections indicates that by 1935, Nairobi's 
population will be in the region of 1,591,000 while 
the lowest projections give a figure of 1 ,396,000 for 
the Berne year. The resent ovulation is approximately 
750,000.

4



T 1

Hairobi Population .rejections
1 2 3 4 »000

i

S N O S 8 C C K ? t ? !? P & P

1973 1975 1974 197

1973 763 -784 777 780

1976 ai4 : 845 854 838

1977 868 908 895 900

1978 927 966

1979 989 1,030 1,030 1,037

1980 1,048 1,107 1,098 1 ) 1

1981 1 , 1 1 2 1,188 1,172 1,198

1902 1,179 1.266 1,251 1,286

1903 1,251 1,346 1,334 1,302

1964 1,32C 1,426 1,424 1,454

1985 1,396 1,517 1,506 1,591

1. - ii&irobi Metropolitan Orovth strategy 1973 Sable 1:13 1973
2. - Hairobi City Council x leaning section 1973

3. - Ministry or Pirirjace * leaning - i. /SC 417/01 30/10/74
(low) 1974

4. -  • ■ ■ " fill/SC 417/01 30/10/74
(high) 1974
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la 1969*, Nairobi and Jiombasa together 
accounted fox 70 pox cent of ifricnnc, 89 i'6X cent of 
. siono and 66 per cent of Europeans in Urban .age 
-ja^loyaent in the formal sector. -arnings in Nairobi 

Hombasa accounted iox 85 ^er cent oi the total ex" 
the-tCtm urban wage bill, 60 per cent of the wage 
paid in the formal sector throughout the country and 
roblbly a third of all pereon-1 incomes in kenya. 
Given this disproportionate position of Nairobi (and 
iiombesa) in the whole field of ^obe and incomes, it 
is only natural that many people should migrate to 
Nairobi, mostly to be absorbed into informal 
employment (enterprises and indivicu^iLs th~t operate 
economic activities largely outside the system of 
government benefits ana regulations) or left 
unemployed•

n  stated by the Nairobi Urban btudy Group 
(1970), those without work will generally be at the 
bottom of the income scale, hut even among those 
. ntyrily wording, there will bo many with very low 
incomes, .hile it is true th~t m~uy oi the inhabitants 
of Nairobi will become prosperous, it is equally 
likely that the overall income distribution will not 
shift markedly toward greater equality in the 
foreseeable future. This is because oi the steady 
influx oi people from the oountryside whose income 
will be no more than one tenth of the average of that 
of the urban population.

* I.L.G. : >JBployuent, Incomes and Inequality
Lenya 1972 pp. 51 - 64

5
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It, therefore, can he assumed that future population 
increases (as far as employment an- income a -re concerned) 
will a» >niy fall in the low income groups. 3ince people in 
the low incomes cannot afford to own private cars and neither 
can they cope steadly with the ever increasing public 
tr nnport fares, most of them will undoubtedly be compello- 
to  walk to worK or for other essential purposes.

ulthough any alarming increase in car ownership in 
th e  city is highly doubted, it is nevertheless obvious that 
should the employment potential of 190,000 jobs in the Central 
. re a  materialised by 2000 A.l),, there is bound to be car 
.rding problems as such alternative measures to deal with 

th e  vehicular pedestrian traffic -ill be necessary*

The intense concentration of activities in relation to 
the available modes of travel is such that almost everybody 
.a rriv in g  in the Central .urea of Nairobi (and while in there)
h..ve to walk some part of their journey. The degree of 
ireeoom  that con be provided for the pedestrians in tho 
Central ..rea is therefore of paramount importance, and is 
liiiely to have an important effect on the proper functioning 
of the urea and on the quality of environment that can be 
rovided. The Central Area of Nairobi ought to be primarily 
,jp©a where people move about on foot. It is therefore 

essential that those pedestrian trips be made safely, easily 
md conveniently.

A report* that described an analysis of the road 
-co id eats in Lenya in 1972 shows that although the greatest 
number of accidents and casualties occured in Nairobi 
rovince, the accident rate per million vehicle k ilo m tre s  
travelled was lowest in the  ̂rovince.

* G.l . Jacobs and I.a. Layer - analysis Road Accidents 
in 1-enya in 1972: Transport and Road iiesearch Laboratories
(TRHL) •
LR 227 UC : 1976 6
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The report used infora^tion on some 5443 road acoidente 
involving injury to 8637 persons. a startling fact ie 
that about 40 per cent of all acoidente analysed involved 
a pedestrian.

Table 4 shows the incidence of road casualties 
by class of road user in Kenya in 1972.

The incidence of road oaeuviltiee by 
class of ro_d user in Kenya in 1972

Class of road user Casualties
NO.

-edestriun 2262 • 26.2
Car driver 1266 14.7
Car passenger 2033- 23.6
Motor cyclist & ossenger 388 4.5
Cyclist 665 7.7
Occupants of _.O.V»s | 444 5.2
Occupants of coomerci&l 
vehicles 1417 16.5

Others 162 1.9
8637 100.00

Source : G.i>. Jaoobs and I.a , Sayer 
THRI - Overseas Unit 1976

7
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J.ulia J

Casualties by Class of loud User (£) 
in Lenya : 1972

SERIOUS SLIGHT TOTAL

1j2>£SXRLAI 45.0 28.7 20.4 26.2
CAR OCCUPANT 22.4 39.2 41.4 38.2
MOTOR CYCLIST 2.4 4.6 5.3 4.5
CYCLIST 9.4 6.2 8.4 7.7.
-.5.V. OCCUPANT 5.8 4.1 4.6 5.2
COMMERCIAL ViH. OCCUPANTS 12.5 15.7 17.9 16.5
CHURN 2.8 2 .2 1 .2 1.9

TOTAL 100 100 100 100
— -

wource ; Suae as lor 2ABLK 4

The above statistics (TABLE 5) show that although 
the car occupant class of road user had the highest 
overall percentage in casualties, the i>edestrians did 
however have the highest fatal casualties.

gaBL- 6

- cciaent types in Lenyu : 1972

TYPE OF INJURY ACC ILEBT NO.

SINGLE VEHICLE 1490 27.4
VEHICLE - VEHICLE 989 18.2
VEHICLE - MOTORCYCLE 195 3.5
VEHICLE - CYCLE 631 11 .6
VEHICLE - iLIKSZRlAV 2133 39.2
UNKNOWN 5 0 .1
TOTAL 5443 100

———
Source : Same as for TABLs, 4

8
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Accidents types in Urban and Rural 
Areas ; Kenya : 1972

TY*~ Of INJURY ACCIDENT RURAL H
SINGLE VEHICLE 24.8 74.9
VEHICLE - VEHICLE 48.4 51.6
VEHICLE - MOTORCYCLE 84.2 15.4
VEHICLE - CYCLE 65.2 34.8
V.JnCLE - PEDESTRIAN 65.3 34.7

total 51.7 48.3

Source : Samo.es 1 or X.BLE 4

The above two tables ( 6 and 7) do indioate that 0f 
the types of injury accidents that occured in Kenya, the 
accidents involving vehicle and pedestrian topped the 
accident list. The tables further show that most pedestrian 
ccicents oocur in urban oreas. This is so mainly because 
oi the presence 0X large number of vehicles in the Urban 
areas.

I ALLS 3
Types of accidents by severity (,,) 

Kenya t 1972

TIPS Of ACCIDENT SLIGHT TCTA]
SINGLE - VEHICLE
^EmcLij - Vehicle
VEHICLE - MOTORCYCLE 
* -JilJLS - CYC Lb 
VoHICLc - rjbLaSTillAN

i . 
12.4 
8.6
17.7
24.8

30.8
26.0
23.7
25.0
31.4

49.7 
61.6
67.7 
57.3
48.8

100
100
100
100
100

TOTAL 19.4 29.3 51.3 100

Source 1 Same as for TABLE 4
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During the iir8t nine months of 1976 road 
•ccidents in Kenya claimed 1,298 lives. According tc 
a report*, there were nearly a quarter million accidents 
throughout Kenya in 1976 and this was 268 cases more 
tik.a in 1975. Out of the total number of traffic 
iCciUents in Kenya in 1976 , 2690 people were seriously 
injured, while 4,604 received slight injuries. Compared 
ith 1975* there were 5*141 fatal accidents in which 
1,029 people died uni 2,325 were seriously injured and 
,004 slightly injured.

Table 10, below, shows the incidence of road 
casualties (recorded) by class of rood user in Kenya 
in the first nine months of 1976. The pedestrian 
casualties still emerges on top after the driver casualties.

T..3; ; 9

The incidence of road casualties by olass of 
road user in Kenya in 1976

CLASS 07 HOAD Uo^a CASUALTIES
.

fi&XTHBS 2164 53.5
PEbssTams 1269 31.4
CYCLISTS 231 5.7
PiSSBMSRft 221 5.5 i
MOTOH CYCLISTS 156 3.9

source : Traffic police H« 
Nairobi : 1976

* Traffic Police Headquarters : Nairobi s 1976
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The police report further attributed 269 accidents 

to overspeeding, 321 to inproper overtaking, 295 to losing 
control, 89 to turning right carelessly, 87 to swerving and 
94 to not complying with road regulations. On the part of - 
udeotrian casualties, 846 accidents were caused by people 
.,ho stopped of pavement, 98 by people walking and standing 
cn the road, 87 due to crossing carelessly, and 59 
classing behind stationary vehicles.

in 1976, road accidents in Nairobi claimed 267 lives, 
7.^ were seriously injured and 1831 received slight injuries. 
In 1975 there were 237 fatal accidents and 262 serious 
injuries in Nairobi. Sable 11 gives statistics on the 
nuaoer of accidents that have occureJ in Nairobi since 1971.

dumber of accidents in Nairobi since 1971

Y £ A R Bo. of 
accidents

No. of 
people killed

1971 2,359 233
1972 2,239 25 2
1973 2,165 ; 282
1974 1,193 279
1975 1,749 237

Source : Traffic - dice : enyn iollce
Nairobi ; 1976

According to the Traffic -dice Headquarters in 
_cobi, about 70 per cent of all people killed in the 
c id cats in Nairobi, were pedestrians and that meet accidents 

oo cured at roundabouts and so bra crossings. This indicates 
that many pedestrians are not careful when crossing roads anu 
dco that so®drivers cjps, too, to bl.mie for careless driving.

11
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CXCLlwI ». • A CAR/ | 2 • O • )J •

bOKLi.Y 70,4 7.6 0.9 ^ ----
21.1 1 > 100

im MwUi 46.8 18.7 13.8 < ----- 20.7 ----- 100

MCKBJkS A 42*0 17.2 19.4 15.3 1.2 6.9 2.3 100

*'t j X< D a 43.0 10.4 6.9 23.4 3.9 5.7 2.1 100

oU-Ct^Y.. 19.2 4.6 49.2 3.2 4.5 17.3 100

fifiiSAJV 26.0 13.0 22.0 32.0 3.0 4.0 • 100

wourcc* : <jb tor T*ML& 4
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Table 1 1 eho -s a comparison oi casualties by 

c^isualtlea by class of road user c-oong various cities and 
to-.,as in the developing countries and Britain. The 
ct-iistics on Table 11 ole-rly indicates that the problem 
oi pedestrian movements, in terns of safety, is not only 
roament in Huirobi but in cost cities of the world*

/t o o the l'oregolag it has been evident from the
statistics that of all the £nrJ.ysed accidents quite a big 
or oentage (40,-) of the accidents involved a pedestrian, 
o .a uccidentsf as such are costly and if an appraisal is 

SK..U0 in terms of assessing the estimate of the resource 
:oets of medical tre tment, funeral costs, d aange to 
vehicles and other property, aamir.stration costs, gross 
lotsee of future out; ut, and in addition, if a non-resource 
oet is addea (which attorn ts to lace a monetary value on 
suffering one bereavement)* it will be found th-t a country 
a ends a substantial amount of its GDP on road accidents*

Zable 12 gives the estimated accident costs as a 
ercentags of G~ of various countries including . eaya.

Ths problem of pedestrian movements, especially in 
terms of safety, calls for an attack on the harmful side 
eifoot of the motor vehicles. Because of his vulnerability, 
the pedestrian needs to be protected against his other 
road users. a tie conflict between pedestrians and vehicles 
continue to reach unproportional levels in the city and as 
the number of fat- 1 and serious accidents also increases 
every year, this problem, therefore oaks for specialised 
.,iroach to the urban traffic problems so as to gain 
c.iety, comfort and convenience for .eceetrian traffic. 
j.ue problem of pedestrian movements in the Central rea 
of Nairobi does call for resaecial measures and future 
 ̂nning and assessment in this context.

G.^. Jacobs ; "The need for roe~ accident research 
in developing countries : TRRL 1976
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1.3* » Cby ■ v < . 1 V .•'lii.-Y

The ovtr*iil objective of the study le to define 
and oxuaine the problem of peue© trial movements in the 
Central Area of Nairobi without the use of detailed 
iuoit-tative analysis, but rather by use oX descriptive 
aethou .hieh ooncentrcte on exposing the major problems 
and to coae to viable and implementable solution to the 
problem. Other objectives of the etuiy ere ; -

a) To identify the existing pedestrian 
facilities in the Centred ..rea of Nairobi;

b) To identify roblem areas in tbe Central 
.area of Nairobi, in terms oi pedestrian/ 
vehicle conflict;

o) To set out a policy for pedestrian
movements in the Central Area of Nairobi;

d) To identify the location of major land uses 
in the Central .-re& of Nairobi;

e) To illustrate as an example at certain 
points, ho., to solve such problem as on 
aotion plan in certain ^reas.

f) So recommend areas ..here further research, 
as regards the problem of pedestrian 
movements in the Central re a of Nairobi, 
is needed.

1.4 - :u i
The operative assumptions for the study are that: -
s) The major pedestrian rout so in the Central 

area of Nairobi are related to the location 
of the major land-uses;

13
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b) All people in the Central oX Nairobi go to 
their destinations on loot Xroa their arrival 
points;

c) She ratio between pedestrians and vehiolea at 
some places have reached disagreeable 
proportions (in the Central Area of Nairobi);

d) Sooio-icoaoaio factors plays s part in the 
pro bite oX pedestrian covenants in the Central 
Area of Nairobi*

1 .5 - i* uSU Y

ithin the eco.e oX the stu y, the 'Central rea* 
is defined as that part oX Nairobi that is boundec by 
Uhnru highway, the Bmileay, the Nairobi River, uowani 
.iOad and MaJculima Lone.

The term 'pe iestrin', in the study* generally 
reXers to a Xoot traveller* 2he study aces not 
specialise in the examination oX any category oX 
pedestrians, Xor instance on the old, the handicapped 
or children, but deals with pedestrians in general*

1.5*1 “ ■ vu ____ _ ^  xU Y

chapter One deals with the introduction oX the 
otudy and will include the statement oX the problem and 
its aigniXloanee, the ob^eotives and assumptions oX the 
study, chapter cne also has s review oX the related 
literature and the final section oX this chapter deals 
with the research methodology adopted Xor the study*

Chapter 1*© examines the B&lrobi Central Area in 
terms oX its land uses and concentration oX activities. 
This Chapter also looks into other Xtctors oX the Central 
rea oX Nairobi such as its layout structure, space 
hierarchy, seals oX development and present traffic 
conditions and diXXicultiee.

14
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Cb-^ter Ihree, researches on tho problem of 
pedestrian ^oeaents in the Central \r#u of Nairobi, with 
reierenee to the pedestrian generators, existing pedestrian 
policy uad delineation oX problem areas, particularly those 
unuj.ysi.sed in detail in the stu^y. The last section oX 
Chapter Three examines the constraints to the tedestrian 
policy in the Central -rea oX Hairobi.

in Chu-i ter Four, a policy for pedestrian movements 
in the Central ^rea of Hairobi is considered. alternatives 
■ re aloo sufejj.estea in this Chapter. The last Chapter oX 
the stu y oonWxna the eubmtary and conclusions.

Time, finances and manpower have been the major 
limitations of the study especially during the field 
eurveye. Owing to the above mentioned constraints, it 
was not osclble to carry out on euh uctive survey 
particularly as regards pedestrian counts ana observation 
of peae3trx<~a movements ana ..roblems on every part of 
the central ..rea of Hairobi. a such the study concentrated 
on certain points on the mujor peuestr-un routes.

Luca or non-existent of previous research «nd the 
noa-avui.luOiJ.ity of data on pedestrian aspect (and their
movements jn particular) in the Central Area, of H&irobi,
was yet n o t  her critical limitation of the study. This 
meant that no comparative analysis could be mode with
previous studies.

in the study, the following re ulso not taken 
into account:-

a) Lead ownership
b) Jents and Ueturus asd lituee

15
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c) financial outlay* to Cv-rry out the 
recc:3aanu at Ions ore not being woriec out.

d) Ua~er 2.8.2. - parking situation 
limitations about environmental f:.store.

finally the stucy Is wording within the fruaewori 
oi national clan*

1 ......................~

..n ex^ainatioa oi Urban transport developments 
uriag the last thirty ytfurs reveal* that little attention 
hoc been given to non-ao tori zed Xoxaa o I transport be it 
in the traius. ort planning ^roocee or in reality itself.

It is only recently that it has been realized that 
a broadening oi transportation approaches wee essential 
so as to co. e ..ith eucnaore recent issues tn energy 
conservation, *uv-.rui»aentul protection <-au the ever 
incro-elnfe rosabtance ox oitisuns, in developed countries, 
against tu-saive development oX transport fa&ruware. - s a 
result anny countries, especially in the aevelopec. 
countries, are roeently developing new approaches which 
are inclined to transportation software, on systems 
operations; on better utilization of the existing 
lac ill ties, on sore flexible intermediate forms of 
transport# es. eoi-lly on pedes tr-on an*- bicycle transport.

on averse, ^euestxiun transport accounts for 15 
to 35 per cent oi Urban travel in developed countries, 
jxa iron 3u to U3 high as 70 per cent in cities of 
developing countries. The high percentage of .c eotrian 
note of transport in the developing countries Is so because 
the non-mo tor izeu forms of transport ora vital to a large 
proportion of the population whioh cannot afford any form 
of aechanised transport.
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The „ edeatrian bus Xor a long time been a forgotten 
element in transportation planning. It seems that orglaally 
ha (pacestriun) was of interest only to social and econc&lc 
geographers, thus in Lure <. o one of tha earliest Luropean 
investigators or pedestrian traffic must h- ve bean 
Hiibechaann, whose study of a shopping street in frankfurt, 
eat Germany was published in 1952 (1), letail researchers 

for instance, larnes and Kelson, also paid such attention 
to the pedestrian. Panes, for example, introduced 
"Value of show-window" to relate pedestrian flows along 
shop win u«s with the town’s population as a whole (2).
Kelson b^a made the relationship between retail business 
and peieetrian traffic into one of his aain topics. He 
(Kelson) pointed out that "rente an, Ian. values in the 
down-towa areas of arny cities are almost directly 
proportionate to the volone of pedestrian traffic on the 
sidewalk". lioreover, he gave ocae very specific examples 
an to how pedestrian counts can be of use in retail 
locution planning (3).

how close this relationship between land values 
uau pedestrian flows car* be, has been eLu..n by Heidenjnn, 
who has given very striking examples of streets in the 
town centres of Brunswick, lorsauno and iiunich, west 
Germany. Heldeaann goes so far us to state that 
pedestrian flow diagrams might be better . I nning tools 
than land value figures, "as pedestrian truffle offer «n 
objective and by speculative iniluencdu unbi sea picture 
of the economic situation" (4). In Leansxk, it ie 
understood that la 1956 lend values in tin* town centre of 
Copenhagen, us expresses in ^aninh lrown/h^ were estimated 
at approximately one - tenth of the volume of pedestrians 
easing by between 06.00 and 20.00 hourc in both directions(5).

di’b.jn transportation planning in developed countrice 
is said to have gone throu<> considerable mutations during 
the last thrity or so years.

17
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Three major phases of evolution can be depicted, the 
octorisation age; the search ior balance transportation 
ani ior new technologies and; more recently, the
awareness cl transportation im. ...etc and oi limited
roeourcce.

The motor age is generally attributed to the United 
atutos ci ..marica where it started in tha t.unties and 
picked u tremendous momentum in all western countries 
alter the uecond .orld are, with its strongest impact on 
-urope in the I960 - 1970 period here halt of the private 
automobile produced in the world ..ore sold.

This period oi the motor age is characterised by 
the most lomidable eiiort in the history oi public works 
with the construction oi city, nation nd continent-wide 
highway and freeway systems, large scale regional land 
use and transportation studies (7) were carried out in 
most Urban areas oi the developed world to guide the 
develo.ment oi iuily inter connected high , j networks.
This era can also be seen as "hypnotised" by the private 
aitomcbile (8) which brought ucprecedent levels ©i 
collective mobility and personal opportunities to over 
larger proportions oi western populations nna to the 
most affluent seoaente oi developing countries population.

juring this me tori sat ion tge, other means of 
transport went largely ignored, more especially in North 
merica. alfcing became grtidunlly on "unoc-fo proposition" 
on till com;oneato of the high. -sy eyotem. * *ttle attention 
was given to pedestrian and other oon-aotorised 
transport by tows — glssCTS and by planners too, 
overwhelmed by tbe gigantic tosas oi accomodating the 
iaotor vehicle.

18
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The only exception to thia lac- of concern to pedestrian 
tr -ns.-ortuticn, was in relation to the pedestrian safety 
(9), .ssue *hlch *«a generally opproacneu iron the 
standpoint of disciplining and channelising theta to reduce 
the auaber or pedeatrian/vehiele conflicts. urmg this 
notorination age the only consistent tdvocutee of the 
"pedestritn Cvuse" were architects and urUn designers 
defending a qualitative vie# of the city and its traditional 
.acuities* Ho table works on this cause were by lewis 
lairaford, J. Jacobs, &• Lynch, L. Halprin among others. But 
in general very little pedestrian research was conducted 
with the notable exception of the or^o by U; .ing, kireh, 
Heiaenaaann and *>chubert in Oeioany.

The period of the search for b&luaood transportation 
and new transport technologies aaerge-v. in the United 
Jtateo of nerica in the aiu-sixties, when it dec awe 
apparent th-t the motor vehicle couli not jo "the job" alone.

it was recognised that large segments oi the 
population, tie young, the old, the urban poor, were deprived 
of nest of the basic urban eaenities .nd opportunities 
available to the cor owning population. It thus becaue 
fashionable to tall ol "balanced transportation” which 
was beeickxly acre highw^c with some consideration given 
to transit service, a wave of sub. y construction projects 
were initiated during this period in a ny oities of the 
world which did not have thix ty, e of infrastructure.

s the successful dee s of space exploits ended, 
it was felt strongly that these new technological 
uch- . .  ... . . V .  sould revolution.ire a: v.. . . .  c t. ^on (10).
fha search for outcttated transportation eye tens, personalised 
rapid transit systems of high perfozsujnoeo at low cost 
(11), Uu~i s.oce transportation and even auten tel highways 
-as launched, in aoet industrialised countries.
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It can be seen bore, that, {.edeetri.-n transport 
looted the resuirebosoyhistict.tion to compete with the 
ga-tery and glamour of this new technology, aphasia was 
given to supply systems to as* technologies sad to aodul 
split debates, within the circles of motorised nodes of 
transport. Although some efforts were made to develop 

m
objective was mostly assigned to counter the dominance 
ol suburban shopping centres by injecting ne« life, new 
amenities into declining citiee.

Then came the environmental concern and resource
limitations a .ernea©. This period started about 
1966 - 1970 when it was gradually realised thc.t a 
broadening ol planning and transportation approaches 
v.ere needed to cope with the stiffening exureness of 
citisen groups increasingly am-re of induced growth ad 

e
dtvoiojment oi major transportation facilities such as 
urban freeways.

burning away from trad itionc.l practice of solving 
trams*«ortation problems by increasing the transportation 
haru ware, these new at; .roachee gave emphasis to better 
utilisation of existing transport iniras true tues through 
modification ol systems operations und altering of user 
behaviour (12). Bmsotseiul sohsmss of reversed highway 
space for buses and high occupancy vehicles are one 
product of this spprouch.

Traffic restraint (13) schemes were also designed 
.nd slowly put into operation to modify the balances of 
transportation by reducing the use of the least efficient 
and most space consuming types of transport in uence 
urbem perimeters (14).
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Jie« intercut, in devalued countries, vac shown for 
intermediate forms of transport (15) ouch us Jitneys, 
public automobiles, oar pools, bus pools, dial-a-ride 
schemes for handicapped or for general ublic.. I or the 
first tine in recent transport history, conniderc.bleattention 
*as given by users, professionals and public officials to 
non-motorlsed loros of transport (16). It is thus no 
-coder that during this tine bicycle sales surpassed 
automobile sale in United States of ,jseric^ and that European 
cities of all aiseo converted parts of their city centres 
into integrated pedestrian precints, closely trying major 
centree ef nativity to all forms of urban sad regional 
private sad public transport.

More efforts were nude to achieve better land un# 
nixes oonbining residential uses with other activities to 
reduce the needs lor motorized travel (17). la this content, 
planning unu design of pedestrian facilities and of transport 
interfaces became an important tusk of urban designers and 
ol tiv-osport planners.

Thus the technical literature gap on aon-oo tori seel 
transport has been rapidly filled during the last few 
years by such work ss the oyntheeis on "edestrlan 1 inning 
and Design" by John Pruln (18) in the United States of 
^merica; the GLC (Greater London Counoil) " edeetrianized 
itreat" eurvey (19), the C C L  (Organisation for 
-conosle Co-operetion aac ievelopaent) " .treats for 
people* (20), or MA.UJ&? sea inure (16) ana others like 
the Highway Research hoard and the institute of Traffle 
.engineer of north America. The recent abundance is also 
reflected in many bibliographies and other recent academic 
course notes and research work in various of pedestrian 
Turning, modeling and design.

Unfortunately literature related to this study 
Xrou developing countries is scarce if not non-existent.
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In coat developing countries, us already mentioned, only 
the very affluent segment of the population can afford to 
own and to operate an automobile, But & great majority of 
the population depend on * kilting, bicycling and public 
transport for all their travel. The very scarce information 
available on non-motor iced transport indicate the very 
high dependence of the population on theae transport means 
an indicated in 2able 1. -vea though t:ia use of bicycles, 
cycle and actor scooters play a significant role in cities 
of developing nations, little -c, often, known about these 
highly efficient and economical aeons of transport.

Host cities in the third world countries that do 
estimate the number of paces txian t*ipe ooniiim the high 
dependence of the popvl tion on walking. ..s stated by 
, Owen "In these Cities, the very oor operate outside the 

mechanised transport system or do not travel at all" (21),
In such a situation private transport is an extreme luxury, 
tut even the so-called "cheap* public transport is too 
expensive for large shares of the population* Host poor 
.age earners in third world countries c o m  lees than 
300 dollars (imerican) «n£ cannot spend such a h^gh p 
proportion of their incaue, about 10 per cent, for 
transport after meeting the survival costs of food, shelter, 
education and other neeeocitiee of life for a family.

Xet in those conditions, it is really surprising 
how little attention has been giveu to . adoctrian and even 
bicycle facilities in cities where these mo os of travel 
are the only alternatives left for largo . art of the 
. population and principally for low income groups where 
higher levels of mobility cool, revile better employment 
opportunities (22). In most fair world cities, sidewalks 
hove been extensively cut to make way for motorised 
traffic movement and for ; irking of core, Jidevalka are 
used extensively for cooraerciul activities, for highway 
repair work, utility location or building construction 
aiteo, v.iorupting already difficult conditions of walking (23),
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pedestrian crosswalks t_re almost aou-tsxiBtent or when they 
exist| aotor trailic peyo little uttention to them. In 
nany instances, new roads axe constructeu without adequate
proviBj.on lor psd ootriano.

it should, however, be noted that thin poor state 
oX thu uaestri&nB* lot ui k u x  oi their facilities 
lomaing !*U4 operations ie by no aui.au> a special attribute 
oX the cities oX the third world countries. 3i»ilp.r 
situations exist in cities oX the developed nations hut with 
less serious consequences, since the levels oX congestion 
are lcoa ..cute >-.nd the aaountc ci travel hy these means of 
transport is less intense permitting better overfill 
management oi all traffic ilc -e.

1.6.1 . .
----------------------- --------------------------------------------------

curing the last £e* years the pedestrian has 
really corns to the Xront, especially in the developed 
ejid Incus trial iseu countrxea, however, not least because 
oX the increasing call the world over Xor pedestrian 
procinto '..here people cun do their shopping nt leisure 
<a. in greater e^iety. rue resssA aoh-ja, the idea oX 
pCfd€3tr*.ui .xtcints, is oi ccurcc the retailers 
expectation to attract more custooeru Jith tho resultant 
Innrsaae in trade, .-.t the sane tins this .ould lead to 
es increase in pedestrian flow in the area concerned. 
IhereXore the eXXects oi pedestrieaisntioa .m often 
measured by the increase of peesutrioa Xlowe.

Share is nothing especially new about reserving 
places Xss ^euestrims only. i'he concept is as old iX 
not older, thwii the 16th Century scotches Leonardo da 
Vinci drew to illustrate a scheme Xor separating the 
movement oX people, vehicles and sewage.
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Shore i-xc numerous t > * F- oi  pcdostri ~n — c^ywui ivS,  
shewing centres, paries, plasac aac srcades the world over.

lic.t ie new, however, about todays iecestrianisatipn 
is th t they are being developed os part of a strategy to 
counter the impact ©X the motor car in the Central j-re&e oi 
cities. »* study by C* iveneth Orsr-i of the Organisation lor 
-ooaooio Co-operation ana .development above thn^
nearly 170 cities in Europe, Britain and the United htate3 
of x&rioa have temporarily or reaaaneatly banned the 
motor vehicle traffic iron sections of their uowntown 
^re^s. ihere »ere 47 ouch citieo in Oorsa-ay, 20 in Hetherlands, 
15> each an -ienaark «oid iraace, 11 in Britain and others an 
ustria, Belgium, Finland, Italy, Ireland, Norway, ortugal, 
Sweden end ~wits«riand and 24 pecestrian cones in the 
United dtatea of *aerica,

major stumbling bloc*, towards the installation oi 
^edestrinised aonee in most cities has always been the 
opposition of the traders on the affected streets. l:or 
qcu% un&nowa -jad curious reasons, busiaoesaeti who spend 
their lives figurine out wags and aeons to more 
customers into their premises still believe that people 
shop irern cars rather than on foot. w'or 8x<_zqz1© in the 
United states of ✓aerica although the re cor* showed that 
wholesale business declined in pedestr-ionisec. ^reas, the 
evidenoe on retail sales was ^ust the opposite for in 
1972 retail Culee -ient up from 14 per cent to 3b per cent 
on pedestrianised streets.

ih*. c~ orience in ^uro.e has boon a -ail; r. ror 
instance, during the first weei of a traffic ban in 
Vienna, chops reported sales rises ranging from 25 P«r 
cent to 50 er cent. In assen, Germany, salee increased 
between 15, ^nd 35* and in aouca they rose from 10 per 
cent to 15 per cent.
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A noleu fact is thLt us long os there ic adequate 
p&riicg m b  public transport ne.xby, it se«aa that soot 
people would rather do their shopping on a street that is is 
•olcly left Tor pedestrians*

2he number io rabidly inoreasing uaong the -uropeen 
and iGriceui cities (unfortunately thiru world its still 
r&ther demaat) th*t h*.vt* set oht to curb the excesses of 
the notor vehicle by creating auto-free or pedeetrinn 
route in the Central areas of their cities.

advantogee and arguesaents for pedestrianiaaticn ccn 
he drawn from tvo broad cone lucloan that; pedes trim sense 
can significantly reduce noise levels and air pollution, 
enhance the visual appeal of the central areas of cities 
and increase retail trade; and that it tales sore than 
closing o few streets to produce a pedestrian none that 
will work out properly and effectively.

In the oavaaceaent end : rouotioa of pedestrionisation, 
Europe is still the place to look for holder and bro&cer 
pedestriaaieation schemes whose . rim&ry actives ere to 
preserve and eah&nce the historic quality of their central 
areas.

In jensa-erk, one year after banning all vehicular 
traffic Go,lenhogen*e main shopping street, strict* 
pedestrian volume had increased by 20 po 30 per cent (5). 
2he street now includes some five adjoining streets.

In Britain, Harwich city closed London Street, 
strengthening the comtsei 1 vitality and restoring much 
of the early china. Pha pc- «e tri an is at ion of Hoxvich’e 
London Ltreet was just fc step in a larger plan to create 
two pedestrim .recinta in the areas around the city*s 
historic Cathedral and Castle.
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The plea strategically locates additional parking areas on 
the erlphsry of the preointe and re rout ec public transit 
to . rovids access to the areas. London street is thus an 
example of the psufcstriaiiietvfcion ot ui historic shopping 
street and principal theiou.;lu are and It 1b also interest 
as one part ox s cua, rehensive environment aanugezaent scheme 
ior s city ox some eiee. ..ondon wtreet was originally 
.edcotrianitcu in 1967 and was one of the first conversions 
of an existing she-ping street in Britain.

In Vest Qorz-ny, the Laufinger Itosaae in Munich is 
c >0,000 so. notreB e. eetri -n ilstrict in the be.at ox
Lunich is the largest in the country and presumably in the 
v orld, and yet it is in the process of being steadily 
exp jaded to over twice its orig-h i oise. The joyous 
atmosphere to be found there h;u3 been widely praised and 
there are oany aspects of the Munich levelopoent worthy 
copying elsewhere.

in the iia.iw -t^tee Q-. uoric..., the New Yor City’s 
office of Hidtown .loaning and levelo.jaont in 1971, unveiled 
a vision of pedestii.ua .eace tluit shculo have warmed the 
spirit of the most hard bitten dew Yorker (6). It s 
plan for Converting Had icon .venue between 42nd and 97th 
streets into a pedestrian mail with shade trees and 
sidewalk ced'eo, Mashas m i fount— i ,  n tirlsg  i t  i  Ideal 
,luce to 8hop and stroll and tale the air. hut made the 
vision ail the more exciting that it was a part of s 
broader strategy to restore some uc.xure ot humanity and 
order tc Mixnlnttaa’o slogged, streets.

In the Central run of 8~.irobi the aost outstanding 
peusstrian facility that ocm be said to be free from 
vehicular truffle end thud ..^ueetriunieed street, is the 
.ga Lh&n ulh. Phis is u con leteiy traffic free street 
running iron Harumbee < .venue north to City Hall Vay and fossae 
an ideal link between the business and commercial areas 
north of the City Soil lay un£ the government.! offices 
.long ilaraabee ..venue. But cm a peuestrian - only street 
it lac*s aost of the necessary facilities li.:e cafes, benches 
and tree shades.
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1 .7 - ■ . $li

Various resc^-rob nethods h-v© boon utilizer la the 
collection of dt-Vi ior the stay. xodestri..a and vehieulcjr 
counts have been aade with the uae of ban: till/ counters, 
v.hile measurements, for instance, of the various viidths 
of streets pav»daeats have been obtained by the us® ol 
& sewo**-** \ng tape ■-nil irufi* existing layout maps of the 
Csntri'l a m * of isuirobi. <.hore walk in* sp sede ‘ere to he 
established, use was uwou oi step Vfutches#

Inforo^l interview.® t-ai discussions aero also held 
..ith various ■ , ta« C -.ricent, .robi ity
Counoil uni individu-ls, Besides collecting dot,- from 
the field surveys, other coutccd ©X info n»~t Ion were 
journals .-ad reports.

Xhe Traffic Ssotion (Buircbi) of the lenye dice 
and the daily local newspapers -ere yet other source® of 
data; the fonaer source -.v«*s vital in respeot of £0©ibeat 
uata involving a pedestri aa, ..bile the latter *«* e source 
of complainte to theno. a papers, iroa the general public 
regarding pedestri-n safety and inconvenience in the 
study area.

uc to t-aw c-notr* -nt element, itvas impractical 
during the field surveys, to interview of population 
sample based on the total deytime ovulation of the 
ctuuy urea. as each inter. .#** ere carried out at the 
various oelecte- t roblem are :».ithia the stu y exes. A 
ten per cent random earn* liâ , v.«s adopted during the 
interviiwa. -hie . - s go bee: use of the little patience 
of the average s.a i.i the street, .n interview schedule 
„uj used and oltcugh tho questions on the interview 
schedule were written in nglish, bwstoill was wicsly 
used especially when communication in English became 
Impossible.
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1. Ho>i a w  you ooae to the Central rea (•tovm*)'

2. hat _a the .vuri»oo« oX the journey

3. here have you cone Xrost within Huirofci City and 
region,

4. how long will you have Coen away iron your home.

5. nhttX ; rcblesa do you face when roneing or talking 
alone roale/etreete/lYenuee in the Centr 1 . re« of 
Salrobi.

6* «bnt do you think would ho the solution to the roblene 
(aontiouel in question 5).

7 . ether remark*.
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In the Central reao of Sijjy countries, the 
concentration oi the entire range of huorjn activities 
is the greatest one the laoct complex in nature*
i'hese, central areas, ore the loosl points of 
coaaerce, bvusuoeec, industry, government, educational 
ana cultural institutions• is such, they ore 
incalculable assets to their various nations end 
their condition =n*d efficient functioning re of 
utmost concern of their respective authorities.

2he problems end difficulties in cities of 
the developing ore si;*inly cause- by the rapid 
growth with little economic taae, housing or 
infrastructure to support the ever continuing influx 
cf innigrante in search cf eaployiaent opportunities.
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Koet central ureas core the oldest part* of urban 
j-eos having the greatest rate, complexity and & number 
of interrelationship uaoag diverse land usee and 
activities. Although the inf restructure is complete in 
some of the central areas, portions may he redundant, 
obsolete, or irrational because oi its evolution over time. 
Uses often occur in buildings and districts which might 
have teen designed originally to accomodate quite different 
activities. Theolder some i&rts of the central areas are, 
the more pronounced such contradictions sre likely to 
be present.

C it lee, world over, Offer by reason of their principal 
economic function or functions, whether educational, 
governmental, lndustri'-*l» trade or residential, all contain 
most of these in eoae degree efld proportion, ibe unique 
characteristics of the Central areas, setting then* 
suburbs, snail towns or village, derive fj.cn their 
concentration on economic, social and cultural funcw*ons 
end the age of their urh-a tissue (1).

values, as an eoonoaio function, are highest 
in central areas because of their artificial or natural 
sardet forces, resulting in the most intensive uses of 
land, x-usd costs are, however, not always equally 
distributed throughout the central areas. There are 
frequent pockets of blight where small retail and service 
business can still exist. On the other hand, low intone ~»y 
usos and structures serving such functions sre continuous xy 
being replaced by those which are able to compete in high 
rents of the more central locations. In some eases diverse 
land usee and activities overlap viithin the seme space ana 
-wunatione often do relate with each other horizontally and 
vertically through various aeons of communications. 
Congestion of vohiclee and pedestrians im normally n 
ever*] recent phenomenon and this is os a result of the 
high concentrations of functions.
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Social functions xn oony cities ajnd centre-1 areas 
in particular# ere associated with the concentrations of 
siuon obsolete housing. .oci;1 segregation by race, 
incooe end ethnicity in seas of the central areas are 
acre renounced. jiven if not such ;» dOAln.nt -i-.-ctor today 
it has been pointed out elsexhere t'v t ai central . re on 
historictilly function as reception :.reas for iamigruits 
*ho usually <m ployed in occupations with awkward hours 
and thus refer to be within walking distances.

She threat of the motor vehicle together with the 
well established link between their exhausts and lung
cancer an. other respiratory ailments, in the basic 
reason for Keeping butane end vehicle® separated In all 

man settles
orecs little cr no action at -.11 is beinc toa-en commensurate 
with the roblem of bringing acre oanpatehility between 
pedestrians and vehicles, The regeneration of the physical 
environment oi the central are«-s will thus be dependent, 
to a large extent, upon the way in ' hick the automobile 
is handled in the futur (1).

ft arobi beociic a cocmumicatione centre -vnd the 
headquarters of the provincial adniastration.following its 

oiest in l.vj . ■ ’
•.cM inmii'a w«a» conf iraeo xn 190b when it bee. me the capital 
of meny. , .ith a population of bout 10,000. Thereafter, 
the ifcportnsce and else of the town incre ̂ ed steadily, 
sad in 1919 lairobi bee— e an incorporated municipality.

Xn the early years, the gro..th of the town(liairobi) 
had been controlled only by economic forces, with no 
co-oruinution of development other then by the layout of 
a grid ion street pattern in the centre. n ;jb attempt 
to order the situation, a town .loaning consultant was 
appoint?- in 1926 to Baxe recouuendati.cas on soning 
.-rereâ tauauts. further .suiter plan stu-y -*us commissioned 
in 19 3.
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5 he eofisaiBBion laid down the guidelines for the following 
twenty years, earmarking Ian: for residential, industrial 
and ether uses?.

following independence in 1963* the bcundwri.ee of 
S&irobl City were enlarged froa the ‘old city* area of 
90 square ill one tree (35 square miles) to embrace an area 
of 690 square ..iloaetree (266 a ,u re miles) including 
Eairobl's peri-urb-n eottleaents and certain other 
important features such as the G&ae ,ur.k» ,*aba. >*8i Airport 
.ry'i large area of reaching lane la the east. Shis 
boundary aimed at giving the city -desiu~te reserve land 
for future expansion.

liairobi itself is characterised by a single major 
employment centre, cau-ocec of the central coomercial 
urea Sad the adjacent industrial iroa which together 
held, in 1972, 44% of the c.ty»e employees. In 1972, 
about 70/; of the total city population ox 626,000 lived 
within the area of the old eity (within the pre - 1964 
city boundaries).

Beyond the old city several distinct residential 
reus are located

- to the north end west these are . redorain^ntly 
low density and high income ureas, but with a 
very substantial art of the population in high 
density clusters of lo>< Income housing in • agoretti;

- to the south an. east they comprise areas of 
high density, accomodating middle and low income 
households,

?hus Nairobi is not only the principal urban centre 
of population, it is also the social, economic and 
ccauinioatlons bub of the country. It is a olassic 
prints city, lx is, therefore, inevitable thet the 
movement of people towards urban areas will impinge meet 
he-vily on llairobi itself, (see Tables 13 and 14).
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i.hi 1st, Hairobi does not have a long history oi' 
growth (Urbanisation did not et-rt until the beginning 
oX the twentieth Century) it should be noted, however, 
that the iaitlbd oettiaaent sad aaminatration too c lace 
in the area which io now defined U3 the Central m ,
Jhe Central ^rea oi Hairobi, at present has an area of 
2.5 square kilometres.

tic . re-hi, there is
./hole spectrua of ooanerolal and other non-coazaercial 
activities, rfith the recult th t a i<.rge proportion of the 
city's population have to tnvei wo the Centr .1 re<~
Xor their various neeue and for eoploymeat.

- .... __U

rejected population oi the sain 
Urban Centres ; Lenya

Urban
Centre

date ol 
growth (,.)

emulation 
(2000 A.i.)

Nairobi 6.7 3,219,000
hoab^sa 5.5 1,393,000
..isvenu 8.2 454,000
Kakuru 6.8 473,000
Ihika 7.5 226,000
. J.corot 6.5 217,000
hitele 5.3 69,000

hource ; heap. *o tion 1 .c, ort to the
Uh on the Hud a Tvironment: 1972
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National .'emulation cro^octione

1371 2000 C lunge
ilenyc i'otrl 11,671 ♦ 19,330

aural 1u,371 23,209 ♦ 12,638
natural Increase ♦ 16,565
Miration - 3,727

Urban 1 ,3 0 0 a ,  ooo ♦ 2,200
Natural increase ♦ 1,179
Migration ♦ 1,116

Nairobi 585 2,880 ♦ 6,700
Natural Increase ♦ 2,973
Migration ♦ 3,737

(thcr Urban Centres 715 5 ,1 2 0 ♦ 4 ,405

Natural Increase ♦ 1,794
Migration ♦ 2,611

touroe I S U £ G
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2.2 w -  ------- ;------- -------

In 1946, , Haster -lan*t was ooaaiasioxu aid it 
laid down the guidelines for the development el Halrobi, 
lor the next treaty year*. The i la& ĉ rc. rkcJ land lor 
residential, industrial and other uses* It introduced 
the principle* of neighbourhood unite ana was also largely 
responsible for the present layout of the industrial area* 
The vlan, furthermore, proposed important extensions to 
the road net̂ orV..

„o for the Central iron the 1948 Koster *.lan, had
the task of deciding on the usefulness of extending the 
then Commercial ..res* The plan elnUMrf, et th t time, no 
one could say ith certainty how buoyant ccssaerelul life 
would have been in the Nairobi of the future, since 
development, in th o se  days, depended partly on the trend 
of economic life elsewhere end the measure of economic 
decentralisation throughout the British .mpire*

i-Tior to coaaiBeioning the 1948 lias ter lion, the 
Comercial re a was "scarred by large number of open 
patches, untidy and unsightly in appearance, which sealed 
off many buildings from the general flow of the activity". 
The .lan therefore proposed that the gape in the Cossasroial 
rea be lillso in the future developments. In general the 
19^6 Master *lun recommended the retention of the central 
area from spreading beyond the Kairobi .liver to the north 
oul the Hallways to the south, thus solving it a com set 
^rsa. The Central „rea (the known as the commercial area) 
was also to be freed of all Incongruous uses, such am 
indue tries, warehouses and ^seeuily shops fin th»t it *aa 
to be developed exclusively lor commerce and in.oor 
recreation*

* Nairobi Master .lan for a Colonial Capital) a report 
prepared for the Municipal Council of H-irobif 1948*
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Map 2 oho*£ the l&no usea in the Control i rea oX
Nairob* Aft 1972, while Table 15 girt* statistics of 
bull-mg uses In the Central rea. She Table oho .a th..t 
while there n<x been «a overall increase in the area of 
building ch.-ngoe were lot uut ortr». The large increase in 
car parking reoulte iron the application of the City 
Council's re uireraent# fcr nem buildings. J’aich ©I the 
increase In resldentikU. r>cooaov. at ion results from the 
construction of no.; hotels uni the conversion of buildings 
to lodging hou£.ct in the axe- to the east ox ilosa liboya 
street. I he nxee. of primtay growth appears to lie to the 
west of Government ao.-C between Mama Hgina :uad Haile 
Helensie ivenue. This urea, includes prestige commercial 
uevelopeent uni the centre oi Government aciminstr- tlon.

A technic 1 report (2), by the City Council of 
Nairobi, on the private building lavestaeat in the Centr al 
..vea (1971), shew* that ot^ltol investa on t was oilespread 
over almost .11 of the stu.j area, between 1965 and 1970 
(see (Up) the centres of major investment have been in 
the prestige areas of Government .vote - from dalle belassie 
avenue to Kcsa-i Ilgiaa treat - ■- nd they are hounded by 
tenyutta Avenue, Xcirunge street, dimnthi street and City 
Hall euy, between 1965 has 1967 the major proportion of 
investment «as in the northern part of the Central . rea, 
that ie between ;toh*.t..r ieulah itract and fij&be Road,

Commerce activity in generally spread over the 
Centrul ire a. Earlier concentrations of investments were 
in the Government ..oud/Iom Kboye street area ac •ljcbe 
Read together with some major investmenta at enyatt- 
-venue uac ftuioai ..b-ngu und AOinange Streets. JJLnce 1966 
high buildings investment h * bean concentrated in that 
urea ooun-.eu by uberu .tract nC the General oet Office; 
«nd the oxea adjacent to the 1 enya Cinema.

1 - Slimier loa : buirobo. 1948 p.*9
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MAP 2 -  LAND USE
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TABLE 15

Building uses in the Central Area: Nairobi 1967- 1971 

Building use Area m2_______________ ____,__________

Period Commercial Office Residential Industry Storage Other Parking Total

1967/68 272,696 396,573 203,866 62,048 147,739 161,991 24,159 1,269,072

1970/71 332,013 503,167 243,793 58,979 147,681 183,105 58,674 1,517, 412

% Increase/ 

Decrease
♦ 18 ♦ 27 20 -5 - ♦  13 ♦ 102 ♦ 20

SOURCE: NUSG 1972
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Both early and recent iar.estment in OfXice building 
use is restricted prU^YUjr to that section shaped by 
Hus?, Sgiaa utreat and Govemaent hoed. Government Cilices, 
ore concentrated -long Harcabee venue althougbt recent 
buildings are no . outside the Central rea on the Sill Tea 
Oiiioe Complex which ie to the west oi Uhuru Highway.

Hotel investment is not so widespread in the Central 
ire* and they ten. to be concentrated in specific areas.
• arly concentrations oi hotels investment were in the 
Koktar fcadah Street, Jtorcvia street end College Road, 
while recent developments oi this activity has been 
concentrated at the western side oi the Central rea.

Major concentrations oi residential building investment 
have been in the klj&be a®ai , oJLrinyaga *.oad and River 
Aoad areas. taiist other residential investment occur in 
other poirts oi the centr l, those more or lees relate to 
overseer's or carets. wx*s li is -ad ,rivets houses rather 
than major resicenti- 1 investment.

Investments in t:rs, ĉ iefe and restaurants are 
mainly to the east oi 2oo nboyu Street u u  south oi 
Luthuii  ̂venue, not her area is centre*, between Government
i o&d and Tom Kbcyu street.

Earlier storage facilities were to be found eouth oi 
Haile Selassie venue and eastwards o 1 the Railway C tot ion. 
s.ince 1965, major private investment in the storage use 
has been in iijabe ..oid, kirifljaga *-.o*d and River Ro:j4.

ie for Industry, this use is apeoiuliseu geogra, hically 
«nd is principally concentr ated in the umwani Hoed, Racecourse 
Road, t .  ruae ..treet triangle and at the northern end oi 
the lirinyuga rouu.

Public use building investment hu* been in the 
Government uooa/iom hboyu street area except for the 
..(mum catholic uathoirul on City Hall 'ay and the Hebrew 
synagogue at the corner el University .ay and Uhuru Highway.
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Notice suoulu, however, be ta*en ©1 the f&ct th a t ,  
the above only rep resen t o f f i c i a l  uuildin,., investment i 'c r 
which -* v ro v a lii the N airobi City Council has been sought 
oqu obtained, but excludes build ing  use o i which no proposals 
b-ve been dubaittcu and approve-.

ihe Balrobi Urban Gtuciy Group, in 1970, gathered 
data by use of an employment survey and economic appraisal 
ol retail aotivity in the Central rea by type of firs tm& 
locution, i 1 though the information obtuiacu was not 
useful to the *5 U *> G - in that they were not totally 
relevant to the jeteaslOfiticm ci the future oi the central 
, re* in relation to the strategy of growth of the City - • 
they bwweter die unuerliae the wiae range oi types oX 
retail activity found in the Control Area at present. a 
the B 0 3 G asserts, a superficial view oi the Central 
xea of Hairobi indicates u flourishing one attractive 
commercial centre. But a store careful examination reveals 
a most complex pattern in which these attractive aspects 
form only a email port cf the tot-1 area. The majority of 
the shops supply cheap goons to the growing market of 
relatively low paid employees an. ua, ort&fltl/, the area of 
these uses is increasing (4).

gicnsc at the Cent- 1 re-* of il Irobi, at present , 
gives a picture of an attractive international centre of 
government and commerce, for the hotels, restaurants and 
specialist shops provide an aura of relatively affluence 
.joi lai4,o cede commerci.l Activities, jut intermingled 
into this picture ore isolated spaces or plots of 
&pp«.ruQtly poor quality .me inefficient property which in 
nest canes »ould be un.er pressure for redevelopment as 
a result of the desonae oi rapidly gro -:ig City. Kap 3 
ahowa the rateable lane values in the Central Area (1972). 
ine basis for the map w^s a rating valuation in costs 
per square loot that was prepared by the Valuation and 
.-.ting oectioa of the Nairobi City Council, ihe rating 
Valuation ere then .naembleo by categories Jiu the 
result® were then plotted (3).
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reduainuntly poor property lit to the north tad 
east of Biver Houd, along Biaeb^ra street and at the 
northern end of Govenaaent Maud* Pocket# of short-life 
buildings alto exist in the prestige arte# iaaedlately 
north and south o£ Aenyatta Avenue and on the eastern 
tide of Aiaathi Street*

3c whilst Nairobi dot# not have a long hi#tory of 
growth, in that urbanisation did not begin until the 
beginning of the twentieth Century, its rate of developnent, 
especially in the Central Area, has been so r~pid that 
the overall strategy of the City up to the end of the 
Century (2000 AD) provide# for the United growth of 
the Central Area (9)*

Virtually all the land in the Central -reu is 
under utilisation and even the fee existing vacant sites 
are already coanitted for future developnent. Thus the 
additional growth of the Central urea 1# expected to be 
aoconoduted by the red eve lowest of existing developed 
site# a# veil ee the fee vacant sites*

2*3 *■ -f y - t.n1

.nployment provide# people with access to the 
aatenal fruit# of eoozioaic growth, just a# it also 
provide# personal eat isf act ion.

In deny* open unenployaent, or that of person# 
actively seeking jobs in the nodera sector, h- s been 
worsened by heavy migration from rural area# to the 
urban urea#, with Nairobi as the najor receiving area. 
Xhe urban area# have m>my attraction, not the least of 
which fare higher wages. Many people, especially school 
leavers, convinced that they art capable of jobs in 
industry, nlgrate to the city.
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Most remain unea; loye:. for long periods before they 
settle for lower-paid or more menial jobs th. n they had 
wanted.

40

n xncdLysis was m de of tho d .stributioa oi 
eo loyoent in 1969, for B&irobi, by type by location.
2he Jivlye it w«s b oed u on statistics obtained from an 
employment survey curried out in 1969/70 by the ITairobi 
Urban atuoy Group and from the Hinietry of finance and 
vconoolc Planning. Tuble 16 shows the distribution of 
ea loyment in Bairobi in 1969 while Table 17 gives the 
oosible distribution by 2000 A.b*

The initial eetin .tea of employment potential, by 
NU-jG*, totalled approximately 190,000 Jobs out of a total 
of 650,000 Jobe projected for the ..hole of K&irobi City 
by the Some year. Ttblee 18 and 19 show the employment 
statistics in the Central Are* in 1970 and the possible 
employment in the Central d rea by 2000 j •!>. This projection, 
for 2000 x.y., was beaed upon the existing treads of 
employment growth with additional provision for some 
90,000 Jobe in secondary centres. It c ~n be noted that 
should these projections materialise then the Central 
.re^ «ould have 29.2 per cent of the total Nairobi 
employment by 2000 u,j,

.js the lUdG, rightly, pointed out, from experience 
elsewhere, it is considered that this level of employment 
..ould give rise to severe problema of Journey-to-work 
movements, particularly when seen in conjuotion with the 
movement demands of tho nearby industrial sons, 
transportation tests carried out by the NU~G, in 1970, 
showed that to accomodate the movements demands of such 
level of employment would certainly require excessive 
investment in roads and their aaociated Junctions in 
the area of maximum disruption to the existing fabric 
of the olty.

* Nairobi Urban btuuy Group
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TABLE 16
DISTRIBUTION OP EMPLOYMKBT 

NAIROBI: 1969____ _

Employment
type

Central
Area

Secondary
Centre

Industrial
Area

Residential
Areas Other sites* TOTAL

Commerce 12,500 1,800 - 4,000 900 19,200 I

Offices 28,100 - - 18,300 i ~* t '
46,300 1

Industry and 
Storage 5,100 - 29,400 26,400 6,500 67,200 1

Hotel 1,800 - - 400 - 2,200 I

Other uses 1,500 - - 27,200 - 28,700 1

Self employed - 600 1,600 4,100 3,000 9,300 I

T O T A L 49,000 2,400 31,000 80,300 10,40̂ 172,900 I

* "Other sites" includes Hospitals, further and higher
Education, barracks and prisons. SOURCE: NUSG 1970



îsmipgiqi or_m WtHM*__zi&SSLUkx

.aplojirent
Group

Control
..reu

Jecoacary
entree

Realdeatl&l Inoustri^l
Areas Other 31tee TOTAL

JOMMrOO 38,100 171,000 90,900 5,400 2,600 366,800

taoiuf-ctur* 9,900 2,100 0 108,000 12,200 132,200

ether 2,000 3,600 36,000 5,400 53,700 150,700

T O T A L 100,000 177,500 184,900 118,000 68,500 649,700

Source ; K U ,) 3 : 1972



U lJ L L js____L I

SKFLOIXBR IK THJ CS3TUL ASuA 1970

Building use He. of E&^loyees 
(nodera sector)

------------ i
*

Conacres (Retail * 
wholesale 12,000 26

Office* 28,000 57

Industry and 
Stores* 5,100 to \

Hotels 1,800 • 4

Other usee* 1,500 3

T 0 I A L 49,000 100

SOURCE 1 KUSGi 
1972

• "Other uses" includes : lacee of worehip,
education (except Comaeroial 
Schools) etc.



I  L.Z JlM__Li.
possible ektlotmiot d  the c e h t r a i

AREA - 2000 A.D.

U M Bo. of •ar.loyese 2000 AD £ 1970 2

Coaratrc* 19*000 19 26

Off I M S 65*000 65 57

Industry wad 
3tors#« 4,000 4 10

Hctsla 9*000 9 4

Othtr user 2*000 2 5

T O T A L 100*000 100 100

SOURCE* KTJJG 
1972
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A further examination, of the needs of such ~n employment
potential showed that oar par-® in the Centred rea, could 
dtul with shert-term parking only and th^t the construction 
of additional long-term parking around the periphery would 
be necessary.

Ho serious consideration was given on what *ould be 
and will be the eXXect o f  such an employment potential on 
. edeetriun trailio in the Central -rea by 2000 A•!)*

2.4 - .̂Xc-UT *1 •-*»

In the early years, the growth of Nairobi had been 
controlled by economic forces, with no oo-ordination oX 
development other than by the layout oX a grid ion street 
pattern in the centre (present Central Area).

2he present sise and layout pattern o f  the Central 
.rea ie u8 a result oX the implementation oi the various 
. romps' Is ^  recooouindatioas th~t the 19-.C Hosier il ux- 
Xor the then Nairobi Municipality - ccme up with.

She 1943 Has ter x lon hod recommended that the 
Central «rm& (then Known as the oommercinl -rea) should 
be prevented Xros spreading afield*. 2his meant that the 
Central - rea had to be kept compact f o r  various reasons
such (ill*
- obvious advantage oX providing amenities within easy 

reach o f  one another. Ihe assumption here w^s that 
facilities such as Restaurants benefit by the close 
proximity of bonus, government buildingst shops, 
offices and so does commerce generally.

* at that time the Coomercial rea -as bounded by the 
swtanp and the Railway.
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- - 2he aid-dey traffic problem and the consumption of
tijae nftfl money In homeward drives Are somewhat lessened*

• She parking problem brought within reach of solutions*
I he assumption here warn that one or more centralised 
-jraxng luces would be able to acccaouate the car 
population as the walk to the place of destination 
would be a. short one.

- further coaaaerciul development 'would drive the 
buildings up and tUo height Boning - -a to he sufficiently 
generous to permit vertical expansion. High buildings, 
the plan asserted, permitted the land to be used to
an* law capacity and their sise ensures that 
.architectural quality will be attended to and modem 
services included* High buildings also concentrate 
business into better equi ptd hands thereby raising 
the standard of the distributive industries to a 
level which only larger business os could afford.

The plan also suggested u rood system, within the 
Central .reu, which was to givs freedom of through traffic 
as „ull as an easy sxit t9W traffic into the suburbs and 
the industrial area, The road system was also to give 
new frontage which are valuable for office sites.

Hulks of buildings (according to the 1948 Hester 
Ian for Halrobi's Central rot) of similar uses were 
to be grouped together for adminstrotive convenience end 
provide an aspect of gooa, unified architectural appeal.
This is why, to date, most of the Government offices, for 
instance, form a single congregation of buildings along 
Uanaubeo iveaue.

i t present, the major access (motorway) to the
Central res is to the west by means of Uburu Highway and
its associated junctions at University ay, aenyatta
j venue, City Hall . ay and Haile Selassie . venue, un the
whole, there is no means of traffic circulation around
the Central *rea and this therefore moans that there are
quite e number of cross town trips traversing the Central
..rea even when such tri-s have no particular business
in the Central .orea. 42
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aiuther factor is that, there id no system of 
priority street use - for instance no streets are usei 
solely as traffic linics, parking and access streets; or 
others used exclusively by pedestrians or primarily for 
shopping• Only Government .'toad, ienyatta Avenue, University
«y, .eecourse Road and Haile delassie . venue can be
said to be dia tributary roods in the Caatr.JL Area, but 
even these have dual purposes * th-.t is, they p erf ora as 
local service roads as well as local distributor.

Hap 4 shows the layout pattern of the Central re a 
with reference to the road network and the public transport 
routes. I he publio transport services at present pens 
through the Central Area a.inly due to lack of turning 
space and faoilitiee.

Open epacee are rapidly diminishing within the 
Central rea, especially, with the ever going on of 
construction of new buildings, ether open spaces are
normally used by motorists as illegal car parks, car 
washing and motor mechanical repair sites.

Very few outdoor reoreutional spaces exist in the 
Centr al . re* apart from tho Jcv njee Gardens (on Jiohkt.tr 
^adah treat). City diuare (on City Hall aay) and the 
»tr?La.i1 e ;uare outside the International life House building 
on Kona Ngina itreat.

Ibis lack of abundant recreational spaces bos led 
to a situation whereby people have resulted to utilise the 
various road 'refugee', that are planted with grass, os 
resting plaoes uurlng their 'lunch bret— S'. It is very 
ootanoa to find people ploying cards or ur^ughta on the 
carriageway 'refuges' of ..enyatta . venue and Kuindi 
Ibiagu street and preaches making use of the street 
pavements during lunch hours.
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CENTRAL AREA — NAIROBI

MAP A -  LAYOUT PATTERN

p g y p  P U B L I C  t r a n s p o r t  r o u t e s  

—  • — •  d i s t r i b u t i o n  r o a d s

CAR PARKS ( O F F - S T R E E T )

O P E N  S P A C E S

J U N C T I O N S  WITH P E D E S T R I A N  
GU AR D R A I L S

*-•,.
**Vi v-';;

AR E A WITH VERY NAR*ROW S T R E E T S  
NARROW P A V E M E N T S  ft O N - S T R E E T  
R E P A I R S  O F  V E H I C L E S

A R E A  WI T H  NO O F F - S T R E E T  
PARKING 8. N A R R O W  P AVE ME NT S

C O MME R C I A L  H U B  OF CENTRAL 
A R E A  - N O  P R O V I S I O N  OF 
O F F - S T R E E T  P ARKI NG
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Other open and recreational spaces exist on the 
nain caapuB of the University 01 II.~irobi, hut these are 
exclusively uaeu by the University students and rarely 
would the general public be fouia. there. Uhuru - ark 
and Central taru, both located to the jobt of Uhuru 
Highway, are the other nearest o. en recreational spaces. 
These are outside the Central ..reu - but within walking 
distances - and it therefore neons that people wishing 
to utilise them during the lunch break or any other 
times have to cross tho busy dual carriage Uhuru Highway.

Map b sho .s the major pedestrian commuting routes 
in the Central ^reu, while H&pe 6 show® the pedestrian 
circulation pattern in the City Centre, enphaaising on 
the circulation around and between blocks. Hap 7 shows 
the location of location oi crossing docilities for 
pedestrians also junctions where rail barriers have 
been uas tailed between the carriageway and pavements as 
a aeans of segregating pedestrians iron the no tor tr -if ic.

£ regards .-.the oxv^aveuenta you find that 
streets with narrow pavement widths exist mainly in the 
older part of the .entj lftrea (oast of Ion HLoya btreet). 

vi the ouggest-i vji ■-{-■- li* - *••• i-«\
- ..........a ro b x  .- x  th. .t  in Jf'Y vry  roVa.xv.wng, *n th e  i e r . t r  -1
rea, ihe ground floor frontages be set book 10 to 15 
loot so as to allow for increases an pedestrian flow.

* Central part of the Central free..
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AREA —  NAIROBIn <r1— N' -■ li!\nL

TO

N O R T H - E A S T E R N

S U B U R B S

HI LL AR E A 
O F F I C E  
C O M P L E X T

SCALE: 1 2  5

MAP 5 -  PEDESTRIAN ROUTES

“V* Pedestrian commuter routes

* *  ^  Other busy routes

E AS T E R  
BURE

TO

I N D U S T R I A L  AREA

Source: Nairobi City Council



CENili r■;AL AREA — NAIROBI

MAP -  7

Location of crossing fa c il it ie s  

Foot bridge

Subway (tunnel)



viewpoint of PLATE 2
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PLATE-3 Crossing fa c ilitie s - pedestrian tunnel

viewpoints o f:

A -  PLATE 3 

B -  PLATE19

____



PLATE-4 Pedestrian arcade

viewpoint of PLATE 4
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a ithin the Central irea, there .-re certain
buildings and areas which are of particular importance 
*nus there le a neec to provide for adequate pedestrian 
uoceee and the maintenance oX a visual balance in 
relation to tr&XXlc. Map Q shows the location oX 
various building oX architectural eno historical 
interest in the Central .rea while 2«*ole 20 gives the 
looution oX eoao oX these buildings, by street; the 
date when the building was constructed! its original 
use and current use.

.mother special charge ter la tic oX the Central 
rea and Liairobx C-ty as a whole is its climatic conditions, 
liuirobi U-n no real -inter or summer end Xor greater 
part oX the year the days are sunny' and the nights 
cool and pleasant. The long rains occur in K&rch/iv-y 
jeui short rains from the end oX ectotwr till middle 
oX October (5)* The climatic coalition oX Bairobi is 
a resource that has not been Xully exploited, respite 
the favourable climatic (weather) conditions, very Xew 
o. an air or verenuah CaXdfe exist in the Central <xea 
oX Nairobi, nor are there any identiXtable plasms that 
ban be utilised by people during the lunch breads.

2*c "rt .-V

In 1970 some 31 per cent oX all vehicle trips 
xn iia^robi were to and Xro the Central . rea, compared 
to only 9.5 er cent oX the vehicles to uac Xro the 
Industrial .orea« This in real figures meant tb .t in 
1970, there were oone 187,000 vehicles trip exus each 
day (24 hours) to the Central *rea. Later on this was 
estimated to have increased to 201,000 in 1972 -nc to
235,000 by 1975» ua increase oX about 5 per cent ter 
-ruiua (6).
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BUILDINGS OF ARCHITECTURAL 

and  h is t o r ic a l  INTEREST

Source: NUSG



Building oi potential ..rchitectuiv.i cuia/or 
Historical value : Nairobi Central ..rea: 1972

H o t  Ho* 
Ld. 209

street or 
vocation Bate

Original
Use

Current
Use

900 -eny&tta ..venue 1928 . realsea oX 
Noorali ^hanji ea tain is ter 

House
953/934 tfulft&i Mbingu St. 1928 Chops ft CXXicea hops ft CXXicee
1090 Banda street 1928 MacMillan iutnr, Library

1000 *.enyutt& ..venue 1929 Bank Bank
2201 a e be tula ..o aii 1929 iiouec House
2164 « « 1929 M n
2226 loo Mboyu ctreat 1930 jecai Manorial 

Library
Library

2934 Lagoa Komi 1930 Mosque (Bohr.) Mosque
- Xaii'a Road 1930 Lew Courts Lnw Courts

5577 i'uiXa &o<«& 1931 ii<..urohi . ity 
Council

see

4393 HXan^c^no utreat 1950 Librery for 
Iasia.il Rehatula

library

3444 r'arliaaient Hoad 1952 Parliaaent
Building urllaaent

943 College -Oud 1904 Hotel Hotel
939

2334
-enyatt- -venue 
Corner oX honalc

1912 Business ixaaia< is Govt. CXXice

Sgalu Street and 
River Road

1918 Seale Xenple

134 Gov erase at koad 1920 Mosque Mosque
6239 Kigali Road 1925 Mosque Leequa
5378 Hnaa Nginu Road 1925 Ireebytery ~ reebytery
643 . eny-ttu . venue 1927 Restaurant Bank
650 Corner oX Belle Hallway Railway

- elans ie venue 
ft Govt. Road

Headquarters Headquarters

^ourcet S 0 a C • Central Are*. ; RXXBBR3 G.G. 1972



PLATE-5 Buildings of architectural and 
historical interest

viewpoint of PLATE 5
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iieuvy traffic flow occur on the routes surrounding 
that port oi the central /.reu. containing the modern sector 
- Uhuru HLgh«.»y, University .ay, Government door and 
Haile ^elussie avenue. Generally there are no such heavy 
circulation around the eastern half of the Central > rea as 
there .re no suitable routes to uccoaoUate ouch movements. 
The acet hevily used route is the section of Uhuru 
ilighw-y between the Central rjrea anti the industrial ..rea,

The highest proportion of the intra-Centr&l aT#u 
trips seem to cross in the north - south axis - along Ton 
*.ooyu street, Government .ioaJ end across kengputta /.venue. 
*.o* proportions of the trips cross in the east - west
direction*

ieak hour traffic - in 1970 the Central res 
generated a. roximately 137*000 vehicles trip ends per 
2 -hour u^y, Cut of this the 12-hour traffic represented 
het*een tiO - 8p per cent of the 2 -hour flow anu the 
..ver^e *>«<**. flow hour 11 per cent of the 12-hour flow 
(two-way). The morning peak hour directional flow was 
v-bout 11 per cent and the evening peak about 13 per cent
of the one way 12-hour flows.(6) Ms 9 shows the 12-hour
trnfiio flow in 1973.

The peak hour intensities are higher than those 
nozaoaly experienced in large cities one are m.y be due 
to the very low intensity of n-ght - time and off-peak 
.a Kuirobl City a* & whole. The peak hour traffic, 
incidentally, also coincides with the pet*. pedestrian 
flows in the Central J.reu and zm such there are many 
conflict areas between the pedestrian and vehicles, with 
the pedestriiin in the losing end in terns of safety, 
comfort as well as convenience.
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Source: A.Lulu University of Nairobi 
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One of the major traffic problems in the Central 
. reu of Nairobi is caused by the lunch time truffle 
especially in the outbcuiu. direction between 1?3Q and 
1300 hours e-eh u^y. The re.son for such pouting are 
reluted to the aon-st.-ggering of lunch hours and to the 
collection of school children (6) (and other members of 
the families) at the suny schools and offices in the 
Central urea,

.-.mother problem of traffic conditions in tie Central 
..reu is the ever increase growth in the volume of 
truffle entering tho Central re&. bindings from the 
traffic surveys carried out each year, by the Nairobi City 
Council, since 1972 show that growth rates of vehicles, 
around the Central reu have been increasing. These 
growth rates hive been monitored for both the morning 
and evening ...ear hour usrio .s. iroa these surveys it is 
evident that general traffic activity along the west side 
of the Central. ..reu, at the major intersections on Uhuru 
Highway, increased bet een 1972 and 1973 at an average 
rate of 11 per cent . er nnum during the morning pea 
hour, whereas activity curing the evening pmsk hour 
increased at mm averse rate ol 6 per cent per .nnua. it 
the access points on the east side of the Central rea, 
a sustained gro.th of about 8 per cent per annum was 
recorded for both peak hours.

The implications of this traffic growth is that 
the rate of growth in private vehicle ownership over the 
next ten years will be approximately 110,000 vehicles 
about twice the 1973 level (6), and assuming a level of 
car utilisation similar to that recorded in 1970, this 
means that truffle volumes are bound to double over the 
1975 - 1985 perio . This woul-J be an increase of some 
seven per cent per nnua of 6 ily (12-hcur) traffic 
volumes (6).

17
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This rate o 1 annual mere, se in trailic la sufficient to 
create intoruble deo:md on the road network in the City 
as a whole and -dmost uaua.-gin-ble conditions within the 
Central rea ol Sairobi.

One other traffic difficulty in the Central „rea.# 
apart from the congested streets is associated with the 
(reeence oi a large cumber oi critical intersections 
(Hap 10). These -re intersections which have relatively 
high trallic volumes and at which turning movements are 
aillicult to auv-o -ad delays xe conton. These critical 
intersections ...re not only u bother to the vehicles but 
clso to the pedestrian trallic flows who crone then daily, 
although moot of these diilicuxt intersections existing 
in 1973 and 1974 -re not controlled by trallic signals 
(6), the pe ostr- .ii*s lot k.*a not been much Improved, 
m  that the dur-tion (in seconds) ol the pecectrim right 
ol way is till not ad equate in relation to the number ol 
pedoa trims th-t cross these intersections, Than the 
trallic signals in the Central ires ol ii&irobi, at present, 
-re highly in favour ol the motor vehicle (This oint is 
examined further in Chapter Three ol the study).

2.6.2 - . + JV jl>

benever motor vehicles are : emitted to enter into 
an area, the environmental conditions are alter*-. hilt 
by allowing vehicles into on urei may improve accessibility 
lor the vehicles at the Baas time environmental standards
t e a -  U  i u  ... ............... . u.. i . .. ....
to reler to the general coca oft, convenience end aesthetic 
quality ol the hyeical surroundings and this is Xrota the 
eyes ol the people living or walking about in that area.
In addition it may also reler to those aspects ol the 
env^ronnent which art directly or indirectly affected by 
the presence ol vehicles in urban areas.
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1

SCALE: 12!

M A P -  10

Q  Critical in te rsec tions  

Q  Existing tra ff ic  signals

Source: NUSG (1976)3
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Lne notable problem in the Central krea oX Bairohi 
is brought about by parking, ^ince there it no positive 
syetea oX priority etroet use, you Xinu that the principal 
shopping street is tlso a .,-r-.ncipal road and a jag 
street - thia ^  the c*st Xor instance with liaathi or 
Huiadi Kbiagu streets, .* such there it no sepsxetioa Xor 
pedestrians and vehicles, private, public ana service.

. avements inXront of buildings are generally narrow 
on most streets especially in the older parts ol the Central 
,.rta, with the results that the pedestrians sre Xrequently 
in close proximity to vehicles parked at the kerb or to 
fast moving tr.XXic. It is a ccamon sight to find many 
vehicles p v M f  in almost every available space and thus 
leaving very little s^ace Xor pedestrians,

is loading and unloading service areas and re, r 
alleys, in the Central ire*, are commonly used as long 
term parsing streets, this makes loading anti unloading 
Duys inconvenient to use, it is therefore frequent to find 
the pedestrian's pavement being utilised, instead, Xor 
loading and unloading*

The endeavours to f lnu out the distribution of the 
available parking spaces in the Central area oX Nairobi 
dates back to 1966 when a committee was Xoroec to examine 
car perking within the Centred rea.

Numerous eurveys were carried out to establish the 
distribution oX parking, field eurveys were done to 
establish quantitative estimates oX existing perking places 
Xor both public end private parking in commercial buildings 
as well os surface uni multi storeyed garages. The exercise 
also included manual counts Xor the unauthorize! parking 
areas. The Central Ares «as thus divided into develc sent 
parking districts and an estimate oX both kerb and oXX-street 
parking was made Xor each district.
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working inventory data (1971)

CAR IaRAIHG HO. 01 TUCSS

uhort-term aerb 6568 42.6: arking
long-term offetreet 

marking
Total

8932 57.4
15,500 100.0

Source s H II o 0 1973

Between 1966 and 1971, the mount of parking space 
had increased by some 13.6 oer oent in the five years.
.hie was on increase of 2.6 per cent per annua, compared 
with a growth in traffic at that time of 10 per oent per 
annua. Generally there tun been a decline in the use of 
unauthorised parking places mainly cue to the construction 
of new buildings on vacant sites, ihere is unbalance in 
this supply of offs tree t parking to the east of Government 
load .ihere street parking accounts for some 90 per oent of 
the supply.

A survey of on street parking showed that practically 
ell streets are alfeoteu by parking of some sort, irre
spective of their trv.ific importance. By 1971 only 1536 
out of 6,203 street porting places were aetred which 
1; da to unorderly use of street parking, whereby some 
vehicles are frequently parked on the pavements which 
should be solely for the pedestrian use.

Z . e . i  -  ........-  ■ • -  . . r i n . ' . i i ----------- O - i : ----------

The presence of vehicles in any part of a town 
brings about the problems of accidents, anxiety, 
inconvenience which are normally caused by large or fast 
moving vehicles that in many instances are out of scale 
with the environment.
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Other vrobleas, of course, include noise, fumes and 
▼i brat ions which ere associated with vehicles igniting ano 
stopping or moving. V i n t r u s i o n  is also another 
i-robloa introduced in an area oy the presence of vehicles*

n  analysis of the network capacity in the Central 
i re a of SI irobi revealed that atony of the streets -are 
loaded to capacity (network capacity, is when the peak 
hour trailio is compared with the street capacity to 
.rocuoo a volume/capacity ratio , a convenient measure of 
congestion).

1 report (6) prepared by the planning section of 
liuixobl City Council in 1974, showed that (working on 1974 
arking oona it ions in the Central .xea) some 6*04 kilometres 
or 26.6 per cent oi the Central .rc-.. network had a volume/ 
capacity ratio of 1.0 or more which is interpreted as 
aeusing that this proportion of the network had reached or 
exoeeded capacity* Che report said, a further 6,65 
kilometres or 29*2 per cent had voluma/copacity ratio of 
between 0*7 and 1*0, that is the approached capacity 
conditions. Thus approximately 56 per cent of the Central 
. rea network was congested cad caused delays during peak 
hours to both traffic and pedestrians, * critical 
examination revealed that much of this congestion was 
wrought about by on-street parking and illegal parked 
vehiclee. according to the report (6), a 0.9 volume/ 
capacity ratio ie assume 1 to acceptable.

environmentally, however, any conditions of congestion 
dre unwanted. Ideallly the environment capacity of a street 
should be lower than the theoritioal traffic capacity 
which therefore means that a volume/capacity of not greater 
then 0.7 or 0.6 should be the most appropriate especially 
on busy shopping streets, fer this kind of r.nge would 
.rovide adequate time for pedestrians to cross traffic 
routes and also reduce noi- j and exhaust pollution levels, 
but at the seme time uouli affect parking availability (6).
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2he most environaeatally defective street® in 

1974, were Government Hoad, diaebara dtrc-et, Kulndi 
Mbingu Street end , abera Street, Torn tfboya Street and 
Hirer Hoed, a® indicated by a technical report/&e Nairobi 
City Council (6). The report also noted that ell the 
above streets were shopping streets with high volume/ 
capacity ratios.

2. 7 s wwJ.' --y ----■ -------

a ccording to the Nairobi Urban atu y Group (4), 
there oaa be little doubt that Nairobi will and should 
maintain its roles as the centre of national and 
international commerce and a. ainstration in i.enya. am 
its international functions expand there will be increasing 
demands only for prestige business ..ccoaiojution but also 
for the many other facilities needed to enter for the 
growing numbers of people. ether secondary functions, 
which at .reseat take up a. consi-erable area of the 
Central roa and which are likely to continue, include 
cheaper accomodation of all Linds and increased apace for 
retail food outlets.

iven if the policy ox decentralisation of ns 
many os ossicle of the public .dainetr. tion functions, 
(such as the spread of the government departments beyond 
the Central Area to the ilill ijroa office complex) is 
implemented, the future rate of the present Central rea 
of Halrobi would still be to accomodate

(i) the head quarters of national and city government i

(ii) the headquarters of national aad international 
coumeroe;

(ill) the centre of tourist activity - hotels, local
and international tourist agencies end transport 
facilities, tourist - oriented shopping and 
restaurants}

(iv) specialist and luxury shops;
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(v) University Mki higher education;

(vi) limited uzaount of general shopp ing, a local a~riet 
to outer for the employees in the Centra ^reu .nu 
the residents of the surrounding neighbourhoods;

(vii) d e m o s  industrial for governmental and 
commercial liras and for low and medium income
a-jTKOts;

(viii) Central level of entertainment facilities;

(jut) sou Middle income housing and ancillary facilities 
for shopkeepers and employees.

I I I IIM I . .  I I .  ‘ I . I . I . - M .

(1) Huasn Settlements Vol.2 Ho.4 Oetober 1972 pp.16 - 24
(2) 8 U . G - rivtte nuilalog Investment Central .rea

1965 - 1970 by J. HILui.i 1971
(3) S U d G - . study of the potential liie oi exieting

buildings in the Centrul .jreu of 
Hivirobl • by G. G. J* K. afRuu.-L* 1972

(4) « U w G - fiuirobi i Metropolitan Growth ^trutegy; 1973

(5) City oi Suirobi i Map and Guide
published by survey of ienyu 
Buirobi : 1972

8 u G short term traffic and environmental 
plan for the Central - rea up to 1985 - 
by G. ft. Clarke, 1976

(6)
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i'roa the findings of K U S 0 In 1970, it «aa evident 
tlu.t ..i-I- trips Xor all purposes dominated the modal split. 
44.6, oi the coaauter trips ere made on loot us compared 
to 38;* by private transport -au 14* by public transport 
with cycling having the lowest , er centre. These trips 
were ircaa the various residential are*4> to either work, 
school, shopping or other uceiul purposes.

in 1970 the vest majority oi trips, in Uairobi, 
loll within the range bet .eca 0 uad } miles (6 us).
The majority of walk trips occured in the lower amt mce 
rangas, some 70,* were below 2 mile© (3.2 aa) and 65£
-ere below 3 miles (4.8 * n ) . The . erceaUge o l walk 
tripe fulls rapidly with increasing distance but 
nevertheless maintains a significant element up to the 
greatest distances considered.

The various residential suburbs outside the Central 
re a are the m&^or pedestrian generators to the Central 
<crea enc the Industrial area. fcup 11 shows the pedestrian 
generators from the various directions ox liairobi to the 
Centra ->reo. The list below gives the location oX the 
major residential suburbs in Nairobi that are regarded ha 
ecsstriaa generators. The com. se directions are a guidance 
to their location in relation to the Central ireaj-

- Uhuru, Kakatir^, Jericho, Jerusalem,
B&h&ti, J.ololeni, and Lhuurimoyo.

- wlstleigh, -wiigaai, .Ip, r uiawuai.
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wCUIH-B^? (OUTaR)

Bt (Ufti-i)

BC.HIH- ^oS (O U l^i)

bqizb

h  o»(j22'*r- >

JC im * dS5 (COTaR)

JlOTB

iJlb&k:a8i,
-  (.uterine, uru Buru, Uaoja.
-  -tuarcu.a, aariob& ngi, land o r* , 

-.-riobcngi .outh,

- . v«iti, .aiiuiw -«

• ttwinuto, Lower -.abete, Guchie, 
..aagige, ing'eero.

-  .u rk la n d s , H ighrxug*.
- . _igea^, Jiubete anti Uthiru.

- iUruta, -ugorstti, ; awujagw&re,
Laylagton.

• ;xr«u, Lange, tu,

• ;.iteru.t Jaahuri, Kenyatt* Hospital,

- ttuirobi ~outh "B* and “C*, Hairobi
Mt, Kadsrska sad Ctlsnds,

•part iroc those pedestrians that couaute on foot to 
•aid iron the outlying residential suburbs, then those who 
constate bjr aeaas sf puhli . ort, nsaely the 'Kenya Buses', 
'Katetus* sad the •Oounti'y' Bases* there are also those 
who coue into the Central rea jj uenno of private oars.

. 0 such the various arrival - departure points ol 
these nodes of transport can also be vie*ea as pedestrian 
generators within the Central ..re., 2hese arrival - 
departure points within the Central /res induce the bus 
stops of which the busy ones ere: -

• Hilton - City Ball ay
- G...G. (General ost U-'Xice) - . onyatt* avenue
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- Tub ter - Donald Hgala street 
• University ey
-  .oabcicseddur Hotel -  Government Road
- ^ev«lotJient Bunk: - Government Rood
- nation House - lost Hboyu street
- C.I.C. - Race course ioau

The "aatatuc" have no oXXiclolly recognised stops 
yti-o»e <-xid they-ten,, to com; c te  x th  the "Keny.- Hub” 
us such utilise the enyu Buses” stops. It is 
tver a coaraoa eight to Xind them ("aatatuo") stopping 

unyuhere on the streets to pick or drop their passengers. 
Uolo-V, are some major "autatu" spots (arrival - departure) 
within the Central . reu;-

• Accra ivoad
• ’kaka Hotel* - . .^c-course .u>ad near

St. Jeters Clovers Church
- Near Railway station - Government Road
• *gip House - Haile - elussie Avenue
- Railway H>e- * " *
• Hear Bus H tut ion - Turkana Lane
- Tusker - ..onnld Hgtla street
- Opposite C.T.C. • Racecourse Hoed
• River Road - Tom Kboyu street roundabout
- Junction oX Land hies Road and Hew Suawanl 

aing Road
- Behind the Retail Market on Puawami * 

Land hies aouas.

-iS Xor the country buses, neat oX then arrive and
depart at the Country Bus station along L&ndhits Road to 
the east oX the Central . rea. Railways Headquarters, 
gip House and outside the ^xtelecoas buildings (all on 
Hails - elassie ..venue) are other busy spots Xor the
country buses.
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PLATE-6 Pedestrian genera to r- bus/matatu stage

viewpoint ot PLATE 6



viewpoint of PLATE 7



PLATE-8 Inconvenience to pedestrians:
cars parked on pavement(sidewalk)

PLATE-9 Pedestrian genera to r: 

matatu arrival-departure 

point



I ho various land > usee in the Central ..re a of
Nairobi ore uleo pedestrian generators for it is them that 
people go to and from daily. (dee map of land - use in the 
Central î reo).

host of the pedestrian commuter traffic to the Central 
.area of Nairobi coses from the eastern suburbs via 
.vacccourse iioud, iandhiee Road* ccra .load end liur.nga 
Read, ether important routes include workshops -toad from 
the Industrial * ret and railway yards* City Hall uy and 
..enyatta venue free the Hill Iren iff ice Complex and to 
i. leaser extant Haile Gelaasie avenue and ^tate House 
noad (see Hap )•

Hup 12 shows the distribution 02 population in 
Nairobi in 1969 while Map 13 ana 14 give the recommended 
strategy by H U t> 6 and population distributions for 1963 
-nd 2000 i.h* respectively.

Table 22 gives the nodal split (unrestrained*) for 
Nairobi in 1970 and possible situations in 1963 nd 
2d00 . . . Table 23 gives the predated dally trips by 
uifferent modes of travel* in S&iro'oi by 1983 and 
2000 a .O. iheoe percentages are base, on the assumptions 
by ]> U a G that will be 2.3 million daily trips in 
Nairobi by 1903 and 3*8 million ouch tripe by 2000 -.0. 
as compared to 0.6 daily trips in 1970.

1-lap 13 shows the 1970 walk movements in Nairobi by 
sector. The figures for the intrasector walk movements 
shows that the Central -area experiences * lot of walking 
movements as compared to the other sectors oi Nairobi.
Ihe assumption by this study is that this trend will 
continue uft that the intrasector movements will still be 
moro in the Central .area by 1983 and 2000 A.i>.

* 'Unrestrained1 - in which levels of provision were
directly related to the demand* with car ownership being 
determined by income level.
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MAP-15 1970 walk movements by se c to r
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Bocal plit (unrestrained) j Nairobi

1970 1985 2000

alk 46 * 38.0 $ 24.5 *

-ublic tnswport 14 * 21.7 * 19.7 i
-rirate 40 * 40.3 b 55.8 *

ALL KO M 100 £ 100.0 5* 100.0 %

■*■*■** •___&.

.redlcted daily trip* (in Billions) 
: Nairobi

PttbUe iTirate x’ctal

1985 0.95 0.54 1.01 2.5

2000 1.42 1.14 3.24 5.8
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o*nce the problem oX pedes tri-ui aoveaentt; in the 
dentr.-l rev. cu S airobi k.ea a lo or priority in the City’s 
transportation A leaning process, there is thus no positive 
-jui eXf active pedestrian polioy. 2 here axe no rouicul 
solutions which are proposed Xor the improvement oX the 
pedestrian traffic within the Central A m ,  despite the 
fact that all busy pedestrian routes should have signalised 
crossings and generally all traffic sa^uugeaent should favour 
pedestrian movements as such as possible (1).

apart from the zebra-crossings and a few signal 
controlled oroseings the only grade separated pedestrian 
crossing iuoility open to general public is the footbridge 
..corose Haile -elueeie Avenue, joined to the Sew lost 
Office parcel sorting building and the :.enyo olytechnie 
compound. Shis footbridge is, however, not in the line of 
major pedestrian movement and this was due to building 
restraints (1). 2he footbridge would have been on a more 
appropriate position if it hud been located so as to fora 
a continuation of ^ga khan wadU, for at the junction of 
the gt. khan -alk and Haile Oelassie avenue there is a 
busy arrival - departure stops on both sides oX the avenue* 
Xhese stops on Haile Selassie Avenue are widely utilised 
by the public buses, 'matatus' and country buses.

▲ pedestrian tunnel exists unier Uburu Highway, 
north of the University way intersection which provides 
a vital lim for the students walking from the lecture 
hills and the main library on the main campus of the 
University of Hairobi to the residential and recreational 
-re-s on btste House Rood. This tunnel, however, at times 
tiufi&rs from luck of adequate street lighting and security 
fencing. IX more safety measures could be provided it 
-ould be heavily used than it is at present. Other 
pedestrian tunnels exist unier, the liur-.nga Road roundabout 
near 'Globe Cinema'.
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2h« east side of the Central Area h--s the ie xt in 
terms oX pedestri-n faeilitiss and it is therefore not 
surprising to find that major intersections, the 
vehicle - pedestrian conflict is of unproportional rations, 
xor instance, an average of 3,500 pedestrians per hour 
crose the How * vusuani Ring Road at its function with 
iandfcies Koud ,od this surpasses all known standards for 
at - gratis crossing facilities.

One of the City Council by-law* requires that every 
new development (buildings) in the Central ,.rea of Nairobi 
should provide a Canopy aer the pedestrian pavement 
(sidewalk).

.Jlthough the City authorities do not officially 
recognise the informal sector activities in the Central rea, 
very little is done to cheok on the numerous temporary 
activities tiu.t go on the pavements of the streets and thus 
causing iacoavw'.isnoe to pedestrians.

I'he txviiic regulations v.o, ho.ever, iuvb.. jcx^vajoAViw^ 
at sehra and other crossing points on the streets. 1'his 
law is rssely enforced by the relevant authorities.

-ith the recent installation of signal controlled 
crossing points, the pedestrians (and drivers too) are 
required to oomply with the signal eynbols that give the right 
of way to the road users. On the part of pedestrians, any 
person who fails to comply with the mandatory requirements 
imposed by the red light on the signallised crossing 
points can be fine, in a court of law, up-to 600 aenya 
shillings.(2) But the signal light controls still being 
in their experimental stages within the control area, the 
police authorities have to be reluctant to enforce this 
law as yet.
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The original d M  ign Xor the Central ..reu study 
.report in 1971 included only one objective, among others, 
that vub related to the movement of vehicular and pedestrian 
traXiic. She relevant objective v&s to provide safe and 
direct access to the Central rea Xor pedestrians and 
cyclists (1). She implementation oX the object is yet to 
materialise.

(1) 1 U 3 0 • a short tens treXXic and environmental
plan lor tho Central ..reu up to 1985 - 
by 0. ii. Clexjce i 1976

(2) ICUaCa t Traffic Headquarters t a cnya Police
Nairobi - Traffic act*

5*5 - - ■ . .....i..... i

* re<n that are problematic to the movements of 
pedestrians in the Central Area of Nairobi are so numerous 
and widespread that it was not possible Xor this study 
(in light of already stated limitations) to cover all oX 
thea in detail. The study has, therefore, confined itself 
to selected sites for detailed analysis and these are:-

1 - Uhuru highway near junction with City Hall Way;
2 - liaile 3ela*elt ..venue's Cobra crossing near the

Londhiee Hoad - Hew .Umwosi ling load - unwani 
Rood roundabout;

3 - Jogoo House *B* p.*veaent (sidewalk) on
Haxuabee avenue;

4 - Luthull Avenue pavement (sidewalk);
5 - uawani Road pavement (sidewalk);
6 - Cignolised crossing on Ooverraaent Rood junction

with Cabral Street;
7 - Age than walk - the part between City Hall toy

and Harambee Avenue; and



8 - She footbath leaving i-ir-̂ nyoga Road (near Voi 
Hoad) and going across the Nairobi River.

It is assumed that the problems encountered by 
pedestrians at these selector areas are representative of 
the other problem areas in the Central .-.rea that the etuoy 
did not cover. Hap 16 show the location oi the studied 
Tableau areas in the Central . re* of Nairobi.

61

3.3.1

Uhuru Highway is the main access road to the Central 
..res of Nairobi Xrom the west and -Iso the main direct 
route to the industrial Ares. The highway is a dual 
carriageway with three lonoe on each carriageway and & 
central median. The width oX the highway is 24 metres 
and each traffic lane is three metres wide, thus leaving 
the central median (at the crossing point) a width oX 
6 metres.

•.edestrian - only* h-see ore incorporated in 
the traXXio signal node oX operation on Uhuru Highway, 
hilt they provide a measure of relief to pedestrians 
they cannot cope with the psai hour pedestrian flows.

The major pedestrian crossing point on Uhuru Highway to 
and fro Uhuru Pork is near the City H~ll ay (near Hotel 
Inter-Continental). This c roes lag point is 290 metres 
.•jy; 410 metres from Uhuru Highway/Huile iclassie Avenue and 
Jhuru Highw&y/i.enyatta - venue signalised crossing points 
respectively. The cist nee iron the crossing point to the 
City Hall «ay/Uhuru Highway junction is only 33 metres long. 
The concrete pavement that the pedestrians have to wait 
on the Central median is 6 metres wide and 3 metres long 
and is diagnally cha .ed.
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Haile selassie avenue Goverment road crossing

0  jogoo  House sidewalk Aga khan w a lk

© Luthuli avenue sidewalk Footpath off Kirinyaga road
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PLATE-10 Uncontrolled pedestrian crossing

viewpoint of PL ATE-10
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Shift crossing is, however, uncontrolled non os a 
result h.s a high proportion oX accidents and long pedestrian 
delays. Share is a steadily Increasing ha sard to life and 
property caused by the increasing volume ol pedestrian 
trainc which has to cross the highway to reach the 
recreational facilities in Uhuru ark an. offices on the 
'Hill Oil ice Complex'.

dlnce 1971 the number oi oXXioes and the volume oX 
pedestrian trailio has increased tremendously and at the 
some time there are between 6000 ana 9000 civil servants 
working on the hill, the vast majority oi whom walk to 
and iron work across the Highway (1).

ibis flow oi pedestrians Xroa the Hill ires Cilice 
Complex has tc cross Uhuru Highway when the motor vehicle 
traffic is at its peak. Xhus pedestrians using this 
uncontrolled crossing (near the Inter-Contmental Hotel - 
City Hall ay) seem to have & hard time oX it, particularly 
during the rush-hours on wording days, -rivers, aasperate 
to beat the trailio lights pass by this crossing point at 
breakneea speeds. I he burr. re e oi pedestrians attempting 
to cross the road iroa the Uhuru lark si^e can b«rely put 
their loot on the carriageway lest they ore run over by 
vehicles. The frustration caused to the .euestriuns (ana 
the motorists, too, who occasionally have to suddenly 
-;vly their hruxes when the pedestrians decide to force 
their way uc cross the rood) is at its apex during the 
peak hours.

.edestrian counts at the crossing during the evening 
pea* hours (4*00 p.a. - 5.00 p.a.) of a .or ing day 
gave an average oi 1,390 pedestrians. In 1972, Jebruary, 
the number oi pedestrian's crossing at this point was 
about 12>0 per hour during the peak taaeo oi wording days 
uni an average oi 766 per hour during the whole day.
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In 1973, there woe a flow of between 20,000 and
32,000 vehicles in a 12 dour flow (2). .Airing the surveys 
for this study there was an average of 2,400 vehicles that 
passed during the evening peak hour ( :*00 p«a. - 3*00 p.a.) 
of a working day.

Observations at the site showed that during the 
evening rush hour (4,00 p.m. - 3*00 ..a,) it took an 
average pedestrian some 62 seoonds to cross the highway, 
this timing compares uniavourahly to the 17 seconds that
it toot. an average pedestrian to cross the highway during 
the off*»peak tn&es or when there were few cars and longer 
gaps in the traffic flow. She aethoa used in determining 
the various time taken to cross the highway at different 
times of the day as follows:-

a) tiae taken by a pedestrian while waiting on 
the kerb lor a gap in the traffic flow}

b) tine taken to cross one side of the carriageway;
c) tine taken while waiting on the central refuge 

for s gap in the traffic flow on the second 
carriageway; and

a) tine taken to cross the second side of the 
carriages ay of the highway.

analysis of the data collects, revealed that the 
..ocostrione wishing to cross the highway at the site of
study endured a 161 of delays.

the xhiebunan report cone id re \ that an overage 
delay, to all crossing pedestrians of two seconds was a 
rough guide to the borderline between acceptable and 
unacceptable conditions for pedestrians (3).

e.estnans delay *ben a person is trying to croeo 
a road, dspenus upon tbe gap in the traffic stream that
is looked for by the person in order to croeo the road.
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i'his, in turn, depenas on the width of the street, the 
mental and i hysical agility of the person concerned. traffic 
. luiners tend to assume that the pedestrian requires a 
five second gap in the traffic stream to get across the 
road (4) (5). iurtheroore, on & test street, 30 feet 
wide (6), it was found that it took people on average of 
six seconds to get across (not including thinking time), 
while nuuay, older people, women with children, were taking 
eleven and t.elve seconds. On four lanes with a central 
refuge it was found that five seconds were required for 
Gt-ch curr leeway.

/. more generous allowance that some traffic planners 
have entertained (4), allows a seven second gap in the 
traffic stream lor people, hut on the thirty foot road 
even this requires a speed of 3 a.p.h. which is a considerable 
strain for the less energetic and athletic (see t .hie 24).

- « £ -.-r. . . A.L ■ .

v , . f K

Speed in
seconds required to crose 
the road

H.l.H. 18ft. road 24ft. road 30ft. road

1 12.3 16*4 20.5
1.5 6.2 10.9 13.6
2.0 6.1 6.2 10.2
2.5 5 6.5 8.3
3.0 4 5.4 6.8
3.5 3.5 4.7 5.8
4.0 3.1 4.1 5.1

Source : J. R. .11 icon, . J. Johnson
M. Stevenson ana i». ChriS; 1972.
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inhere is thus a need to alio* a suitable gup in the traffic 
etre-ai for the different groups of pec lo, «ru this oust 
be calculated tuning into account the function of the 
roue is question, its width one frequency or refuges.

It is for the above stated re..con, that although it 
bus been suggested (5) that "the critic 1 point for 
pedestrians is reached when the traffic flow is about 500 
v.p.h.", when the average delay to pedestrians is calculated 
at about two seconds, this levsl aust be considered as 
unfavourable to >eople because it only allows for a break 
in traffic stream of five seconds* If Bore than Xivs 
seconds is required, and it is thought to be (6), then 
to achieve a longer time it is necessary to reduoe the 
vehicle flow, or inore&se the sp&oing of the vehicle flow. 
Hay be instead of these t«o (reduction of vehicular flow 
or spacing of the vehicular flow) tiae Interval shoulo be 
.ncre&sed, since with this you will hare to open new links.

The pedestrians, from Uburu ark side, wishing to 
cross the highway at this uncontrolled point had to wait 
lor swat; 12 to 30 seconds, during the evening peak hours 
(4.00 p.a. - 5*00 p.a.) looking for * gup in the traffic 
atreua. Consequently aoet of thea, obviously frustrated, 
opted to taking riSKS by dushing across the high. y.

Therefore, unless remedial measures are taken up 
by the City Council authorities, the oocicent rates are 
uouot- to escalate at this uncontrolled on Uhuru Highway.

1. J n e K M  - December 1976 : Huirobi

2. J J  i. • " ioocaodat.cn for stationary Motor
vehicles in Built-up .rê s with 
reference to V^irobi Central .jreu" - 1973.
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3. aU-IICT - v'oluov 33, fiuober 194,
Jusi&ru 1972 pp.42

4* Urban Traffic .oiginecrlng technique t 
I M S  0 1963, p.8Q

3. r. Jonien ; G. H.: Vulaan ; J.-. K^cUryde
"Traffic -jogineering ana Control" : April 1965

6. J. A. „llieon : *• J. Johnson; fc. Stevenson ~ad 
It. Chriap j  "A aethou of aa.-lysis of the 
.edeetri&n ay*tea of a town centre ; Sottinghaa 
City". In ^151103 - Yol.33, Ko.194 J*n. 1972 
pp. 42 - 43.

3.3.2 -  m .  CoObSIHG - ILXLi S2U8SI* -,VJfi0L HCAxi

•’ r, .......̂ ----a ---------------

This problem area la located on the Salle ~el ..sale 
/.veaud near the Haile deluseie - ~onuhies itoed - Tunwani
.loud i-ad Hew ItHMsal King aoed roundabout.

She zebra crossing llee accroee a dual carriageway. 
...oh carriageway has three lanee. There ie a continuous 
central refuge the eite. The vi3th of the .wenue at the 
etuuiec site is about 30 metres.

The floe of peaeetriune crossing the sebru in a 
cay varies between 550 and 650 edeetrions per hour.
. ecestrian counts during the evening peal hours show 
that setae 4,200 ,edestriane cross the aebra (both 
direction between 4.30 p.a. and 5.45 p.a.). Tiring the 
aooe .orioC the traffic Ilo« ie about 2,000 vehicles.
The outer c^xrXge.ray (near the autburwa Railway 
^andhies) is frequently used by the public transport 
□uses.
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L O C A TIO N  OP STUDIED SIT ES —  C EN TR A L AREA —  NAIROBI 

PUMWANI ROAD SIOEWALK

Z E B R A  C R O S S IN G - HAILE S E L A S S IE  A V EN U E

MAP -1 8



PLATE 11 Obstructed zebra crossing

PLAT E12 Busy zebra crossing
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The main turi ose for atuiyxag this problem area was 

to observe the various problems pedestrians face v.hlle 
utilising one of their facilities. t cobra crossing© it 
is generally assumed that the pedestrian h e the right 
of way once he or she has set a foot on the crossing 
before the vehicle reaches or passes the crossing point.
.Thus so bra crossing rely too much on the cooperation 
between the motorists and pedestrians for their success.

Zhis so bra crossing on Haile b class ie ..venue is 
• major pedestrian commuter route ueel both by workers 
and school children going to the Central iroa from the 
eastern residential suburbs and vice versa.

Observations carried out at the sebra crossing 
revealed that there are *uite & number of probl«es that 
face pedestrian movements. Below ere the major 
observations noted *

i) Very few vehicles stopped for pedestrians uniting 
on the kerb at the sebru crossing. This me rit 
that pedestrians had to move on the crossing (and 
gain their right by foroe) in order to make some 
of the vehicles stop.

ii) iurthor observations showed th~t drivers paid less 
attention to pedes triune when the penes triune were 
few. This therefore indicates that sebru crossings 
alone are not adequate neons of safety especially on 
other sears crossings in the Central area here
few pedestrians were crossing.

ill) It win also observed that drivers tended to p*y
little or no attention at all, to pedestrians wishing 
to cross the road at the sebra, when the vehicle 
speed ves high. Observations mclle luring the 
off-peak periods showed that not a single vehicle 
stopped at the zebra crossing when the speed was 
highest (over 30 km per hour).

ar ra
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.J. though no do tailed analysis carried out at 
the site to determine the mean speed Xor vehicles 
not stopping Xor pedestrians at the sehra crossing.
Ibe rough analysis made above is somewhat in line 
with the finds oX other studies done elsewhere.

for instance study done in a -Juro ean country 
show that few vehicles stopped at zebra crossings 
v.hea at high speeds as shown by Sable 2j>.

iv) "here were occasions where drivers drove their vehicles 
mong a group of pedestrians already on the zebra 
crossing. Obviously this is dangerous especially to 
the old or handicapped pedestrians. This particular 
zebra crossing is frequently used by old women with 
heavy loads ol' vegetables and other bulky goods iroa 
the nearby wholesale market along .skuiiaa Lane.

v) The presence oX three motor traffic lanes on each 
carriageway also present crossing problems to 
pedestrians on this *venue. Sometimes actor is to 
on the outer X<me mode a mistake at this zebra by 
not counting on s pedestrian who was intending to 
cross the road, being hidden by a vehicle which hoe 
•topped or perked in the lone nearest to the Kerbstone.

vi) ikny pedestrians vers foroed to d«jsb out between 
moving vehicles especially in long lines oX motor 
vehicles during the peak hours. Shis dashing - out habit 
was noted to be common among the small children
(age 8 to 10 ye-nm) from the nearby *St. etera 
C âver-* friacry School.

from cuoh observations it is quite apparent that 
the present simple zebra crossing on this ..venue is not 
satisfactory especially at such a crossing where there is 
a high pedestrian flow.

■
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iiueoer of vehicles stopping for pedestrians 
ihile Crossing

-ebra
Crossing Ho*

Kean speed for 
vehicles not 
stopping («xi/h)

Ho. of cvehicles 
stopping for 
pedestrian* while 
crossing (,<>)*

1 23 45

2 16 46

3 26 32

4 26 20

5 53 0

wourcc : istu.:,y by o-a^iLJJG 1975

• Xluc percentage is calculator la 
relation to the total number of 
vehicles that should have stopped 
for pedestrians while crossing.
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1) TCEk YaAJi - "..Jkilyei* of pedestri^Ji accidents a* &
basis for priority of safety measures*. 
jr.I. 'i CQM1U&3 24/25 JUH~ 1976 - 

'C a C -J IK O  Td~ HOaj • JS GilCC, HOk  a I .

5 .5 .  5 .  -  Jv3-.. i: U. ■ '•>' - • - •  i

The problem areu is located along Harambee Avenue 
near Its junction with Talia Hoed.

Along Ear am bee /.venue ure fount* Government Offioe 
buildings (such as Jogoo House, Treasury, Presidents 
Office, ^heria House, Parllemsnt and Kenya folios 
Headquarters) and other establishments like bonis, 
insurance and motor vehicle sales cosa. • nies. ierhaps 
the most important landmark on this avenue is the /*enyatta 
Conference Centre building. This builuing attracts many 
tourists Am* conferences throughout the year.

Haraabee /.venue is a two-way traffic road with 
angle or kerb perking on the side. Outside Jogoo House 
*h* there's on angle parsing system.

The pavement (sidewalk) studied is located outside 
the Jogoo House. The pavement is about 80 metres in 
length and its width from the iron fence to the rood is 
about 1.95 metres. The surface of the p .veaent (sidewalk 
is composed of concrete slabs).

Nearly all (except those with private cars) civil 
servants coming into the two Jogoo House are required 
to use only one entrance and this creates congestion and 
inconvtmsncee especially during the lunch breals and in 
the evening after 4.50 p.m.
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Since there is no public transport service operating 
on Haruabee moat oi the workers in buildings along the 
. vuaue are compelled to walk up to the bus stops and other
car *arks.

leueetrioa counts curried on severs! days along 
the . uvcsaent (sidewalk) under 6tu..y sbsweu that it is &
i..j . . ■.m L1. ■ -uate. ,,2 v\j . ...t i thxi.

pavement during the evening brea*. oil (4.00 p.m. - d.00 p.a.) 
on their way home, and that between 4*30 ..a. -ad 4.45 p.a. 
alone, an average of 1,700 pedestrians utilise the pavement
(sidewalk).

ifchough the width of the uveaent (sidewalk) is 
about 1.9 metres Iron the iron feaoe, the effective width 
that is available conveniently for pedestrian movements 
is further reuuced due to the parking space. She 
aerbstone for this parking space is so low that most 
vehicles when parked very close to the kerb have their 
dumber burs occupying some space on the pavement (sidewalk).
2he presence of the iron fence also means that some part 
of the pavement (sidewalk) is rarely used because people 
uO not usually lias to valu close to the iron or it is 
the space utilised by people when they meet their friends 
•long the pavement (sidewalk).

It was apparent that the capacity of the pavement 
(sidewalk) -ns not adequate when compared to the volume 
of pedestrian flows along it and the result was that 
pedestrians experienced alot of inconveniences and 
jiscomfort in their movements. Shis conclusion was reached 
on the basis of the calculation of the practical pedestrian 
capacity oi t'uventente (sidewalk).

Ibis pedestrian networw capacity is 'the minimum 
number of pedestrians that con utilise a specific section 
of the netwon during one hour without the pedestrian 
density or delay being uo great os to cause uare coa^Lle 
inconvenience, discomfort, or restriction of a arson's 
ireecom to maaouvre under the prevailing pavement and 
traffio conditions' (1).
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The lovel oX tolerance bos varied between ten 
and XiXteen persons per loot width ci paveaent per 
minute and deduct 3 Xoot deaa width in shopping arena 
and one and h&lX loot elsewhere (1).

The problem to the pedestrian movementc on this 
pavement (sidewall) is thereiore brought about by the 
narrowness of the pavement (wicth)

■v. ■ ■ i.-;. ■ -■

(1) J, R. . lliocn, . . J. Johnson, M. ^teveoaon end 
i). chrimp ; ■ k me thou ©X analysis oX the

pedestrian system of a town centre: 
hottingiuim City* : In Misties
Vol.33 Ho.194 Jan. 1972 pp.42 - 43.

3.3. 4 - LUTHUL1 - P*V~«iJHT (GI^ALIL)
,... .T.V ■. ,w.. ... ----------

The criterion Xor choosing and studying this 
problem area was to determine whether the pavement 
(sidewalk) on euch a shopping place v.a* adequate in 
relation to the number oX pedestrians that utilise the 
spaoe during the busiest perious of the day,

iuthuii Avenue la a major outlet Xroa the modern 
part oX the Central Area oX Huirobi (west oX Government 
.-toad) to the older parts oX the Central i m  (east of 
i'oo Mboya street).

-»s noted earlier In the study (Chapter two) the 
older part oX the Central area, east of lea Kbcya Street 
house# most of the hotels, boarding and lodging and 
restaurants and other retail shopping and light 
industries.
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viewpoint o f PLATE 13



curing the lunch breaks on working day* Luthuli 
.venue thus experiences e he vy flow of ^etleatriune 
Ixcrn the Government office#, end other business offices 
in the western part of the Central irea on their way to 
the eating eatabiishBenta in this part of the Central 
.rea. The food prices in thie part of the Central Area 
(east of 2oa Kboya Ltreet) ^re relatively cheaper coapexed 
to those in the tourist and rootle he tele in the western 
part of the Central Area,

The site studied is that stretch of Luthuli Avenue 
between ion Kboya street KfvXguio Ltreet. This 
stretch is about 60 oetree long and the studied pavement 
(sidewalk) on the stretch hue e width of 3 metres.

Luthuli Avenue on the .hole lux a road reserve of
..bout 13 metres and is a two - way traffic flow road •
with „ xking (on-utreet) on both sides. 2he space
occupied by the parking space is 2.4 aetres wide and is 

0

The payment of this studied site ie on a comaorcial 
-cun-residential plot (Ho.2700) with retail shops, 
Physician, drapers; photo a© studio, furniture shops on 
the ground flow and residential flats on the other four 
floors.

There art other temporary activities that go on 
the peveoent (sidewalk) and these includes-

- watch repair kiosks;
- Sewspaper and sag urines;
- Lottery kiosas
• Lhoe - shining boxes and
- noise rotating business
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Iheae temporary activities occupy *-lmo6t h*df of
the pavement wiuth thus reducing the space th&t con be 
effective to be used by the pedestrians.

Throughout the dayt quite a substantial space on 
the pavement is occupied by window choppers ariwijring the 
wrist-watches, radios, televisions, rodio-c.seotte pluyers 
-ad household furniture th~t are displayed.

6 -hoc about a metre or so ia the only ap^ce on this 
pavement th^t can be said is available for the heavy 
pedestrian traffic flow that puss here especially on 
a-turu...y mornings.

.edestrian counts carried out at the site on 
several datarbay mornings between 10.30 a.a. to 
11.30 &.m. uk. 12.00 to 1.00 p.m. nho./ec th..t some 3,000 
and 2,300 pedestrians walhea or shopped along the 
pavement respectively.

Cbservutopett revealed that there were high levels 
of congestions and general inconveniences ex- erlenced by 
pedestrians. This ie inevitable on such & pavement, 
especially if you consider that the level of tolerances 
varies between ten and fifteen persons per foot wiuth of 
p Yement per minute ana deducting 3 foot deed width in 
shopping areas (1).

The site studied on Luthuli Avenue is typical of 
most problem ureas in the older i rto of the Central 
rea where the room left for pedestrians is relatively 
small and yet this part of the Central rea of Nairobi 
has & h-gh opul&tion (an transit) ark: this therefore 
causes soot locomotion problems on the part of pedestrians.

, i. I- .M . . | -  I I |, ,

1) J. A. .llison ; ... J. Johnson, H. ~tevenson and 
2. Cri&i - "A method of analysis of the pedestrian 

system of a to . a centre ; - Hottingbam 
City t jin £ antics Vol.33 Ho. 194
Juji. 1972 . p. 42 - 43
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3.3. 5 - ^ - A  __ :--■ Mi. 1,-----y.
uavani Road la situ'.tod to the easts id e of the 

Central i . m  oi fiairobi. She road reserve is 15 metres 
aide and the actual carriageway is 7*5 aetres vide.

She length oX the pavement studied upto the 
junction with the nearest road is 130 aetres. The width 
ox' the pavement (sidewalk) is -bout 4 aetres from the 
vail t i u t  separates i t  sad the mosque atfd the primary
school.

On the pavement itself, shout f of the spaoe is 
eminently utilissd hy shanty kiosks (temporary activities) 
,hich specialise in selling clothes and household utensils 
and crokery. Basically the pavement is permanently 
utilised by hawsers.

iron the junction with the Sew 'umouni aicg Road 
up to the zebra crossing on ua-.ani noao there is a 
pedestrian guard railings. hereas this guard rail 
services a ueeXul purpose in ensuring (fc-aety to pedestrians, 
it in reality occupies soae oi the paveaent space 
(-bout 30 ce). Thus the ;ictu 1 space left for the Xree 
soveaent of peues trians on this paveaent on Pmnweml Road 
is only about 60 cm which is further reduced by people 
buying itaas from the kiosks or chatting with friends.

A point also worth noting is that iumwanl Rood 
is a major and busy pedestrian eaaauter routs from the 
residential suburbs of the north eastern of the City to 
the Central Area. Ah average of 3,500 pedeotrlana per 
hour cross the Hew . yca-anl Ring Road at its junotion 
rtith Land hies Road. Shis junction is a uncontrolled 
crossing.

Bata fro* the surveys along the paveaent on 
lumwaai Road showed that during the evening peak hour 
( 4.00  .a. - 5.00 p.n.) en average of 3,250 pedestrians 
mossed along the pavement*
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PLATE-14 Temporary activities on pavement (sidewalk)

viewpoints o f: 

A -  PLATE 14 

B -  PLATE 11 

C -  PLATE 12

-



ihe average pedeetrlun flow ptr hour «r~a*i»a betv.een 600
-md 1,000.

It was there!ore evident Iron the findings oi the 
ctuiy that there were high degrees oi congestions, and 
inconvenience that were ting caused to the pedestrian
traffic.

this conclusion is baseu on the .ructical pedestrian 
capacity of paveaents (sidewalks), which determines what 
sort of levels of pedestrian congestion, delay end personal 
inconvenience .-re people expected in their capacity as 
; edeetrioa* to tolerate. The level of tolerance hue varied 
between ten and fifteen persons per foot width of pavement 
per minute and deduct 3 foot de— * width in chopping areas, 
one ind s half elsewhere (1), It is normally assumed that 
the dead shopping width is not available for pedestrians 
movement for the reason that people require at least this 
apace in oroer to look in shop windows (in the case of 
this site it is used by people looking at or bargaining 
for prices infront of the shanty uioskg) and stand 
outeide shops, further dead width oan be added to this 
for parking metres (one foot to one loot six) or 
pedestrian guard rails (one foot) (1) .

fhe observations on the site of study, therefore, 
showed that . um-oni koud is a busy route being a major 
pedestrian commuter route to the residential suburbs 
from the Central Area. She presence of a retail market 
opposite the studied pavement and the location of the 
country bus station further down the road along Landhiee 
koa£ means that there are a lot of activities that go on 
in the area, that cun be viewed as peceetrion generators.

(1) J. ft. »lliaoa: ... J. Johnson i K. atevenson and
u. Chris? : - "i method of analysis of the pedestrian 

system of a town centre: Nottingham 
City : ^£I3lICo Vol.33 No. 194
January 1972 pp, 42 - 43.
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3.3. 6 SHfflALia^j - -SWXaH CivC^IHG -
G,V- ---------------------

Jhe introduction of traffic e ign .lo at many busy 
. euestrian crossing places has eased movements considerably 
aaa h-s demonstrated the usefulness of signals in th-s 
respect (1).

10
crossing places. d'rcm the map it is evident that the 
signalised crosmng points covers only sons of the oritio&l 
;~reaa when the pedestrian • vehicle conilicte are prominent, 
it should be noted, however, that this task oi signalising 
crossing points still in the early stages.

one Xactor is that even at these pedestrian crossing 
that art light controlled, the pedestrians still undergo 
none ^clays in their movements.

Observations and Xinnings from the Xield surveys 
it the signalised crossing on Government iiosd showed thut 
^uite a large number cX pedestrians took risks to cross 
the road when it was not their rightful turn to do so.

Over 70 per cent oX the pedestrians thnt were counted 
and observed at the crossing point (on a 15 - minute 
interval) did cross tho road illegally. The method use. to 
obtain this percentage was to i-

i) Count the pedes triune who crossed the road 
when the ngreen sum" symbol was on; and

ii) the number of pedestrians th t crossed .hen 
the "red man” symbol was on the light.

The surveys were carried out on weekdays and on 
Jaturday mornings. On baturluy mornings there were more 
;ecestrians crossing the point. This is so because many 
people do their shoppings on Saturdays and tulte a number 
oi business firms do work on Saturdays.
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p LATE-15 Crossing fa c ilit ie s - signalized crossing

viewpoint of PLATE 15
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/or m s  tones ju * S & t u r m o r n i n g  eoae 500 
Cw6Gtrl«u» croeee- this sigmai**! crosBing every 15 minute 
:>ct aen 10.00 a.n. and 12.00.

2he time allocated for the pedestrian in the -. hole 
cycle lor the signals was about 50 oeconus and this proved 
adequate, us very lew pedestrians finished crossing the 

rot-c by the time the "green aun" symbol phase had enuei. 
cnly ubout 4 ol the pedestrians crossing the road during 
the green (pedestrian) h ee linished crossing the road by 
the time the red/amber pfr.se was showing to vehicles.

i'he main lector affecting deity at the sign&lisec 
rcssing points more lively to be the proportion ol oyole 
t^ae allocated to peoeetrlans giving them right ol way to 
cross the road (2).

part Iron the delays to pedestricin due to inadequate 
tiaing lor the peoestri^a ph^se in the signals, ignoronoe 
on the cart ol the pedestrian Iso played a major part.
-v.se pedestrians did not unberetum what the various symbols 
in the light meant, am therefore decided to treat the 
eignalisea cross (Government Seed) ee 11 it vas just 
-aether uncontrolled crossing and CiShed across the road 
<hen there was a slight gap in the truffle stream.

a n c t

1) 0. k. Clarke - 8 U a  * ", short tern traffic and
environmental plan lor the 
Central area up to 1365 : 
Nairobi City Council t 1976

2) G. D, Jacobs, S. J. Older and j, G. llsont
"A comparison of i - way and other 
pedestrian crossings" - &LL Ssport 
I A  145 : 1966 p .1 6 .
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3.3. 7 ■» -• . . . .

iigft khan is the moot outsfc,Ji-ing pedestrian facility 
la the Central Area of Nairobi.. ibis is a traffic free 
street stretching froa the City Hall ay to Haraobee Avenue.

is a through pedestrian facility, it loros a link 
between the Government Lffices along Haraabee ..venue and 
the business coaaorcial arcus north of City Hull -ay.

rhe talk stretches for some 285 metres from City 
i; .if jy to the Huronbee venue with a width of 25 metres, 
.here ore two concrete ea *e pavement (7 metres wide each} 
on sices of the walk. Between these two concrete mode 
...vements is a murrain surface area with an open storm 
drainage in the middle. There ore no street lights and 
only a few pockets of flowers exist in the *'alk.

/.h^n walk as such does not pose any problem to 
the pedestrian movements except that as a pedestrian-only 
.. treet it lacks some faculties and amenities that would 
be useful to the pedestrians using the Area.

thservations have shown that the jga Ux&n talk is 
a very popular epot for workers during the Lunch breaks 
on working days, itople paying the electricity bills 
^ro normally seen quelng outside the electricity House 
_na .uite a number visit the Uchuai ,ut eroarket. Cn 
ufec-ta.8 the Walk is normally crowded with cinsmagoers 
,t the Nairobi Cinema in Uchuai House.

I’he space could therefore certainly do with 
oenches or concrete slab seats, for at present many people 
resting in the area have no alternative but to sit on 
the raised wall of the nearby car pork. The walk could 
wilso be acre useful if kiosas and stalls were planned 
for selling postage stages end ne.sp. ers end m&gasines.

for #Looation Map* see 3.3.3 - site *3*
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PLATE-16 Vehicle-free street
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3.3. 8 - - - r -----

ibis ia another major pedestrian commuter route 
a iaiy used by people ooalng into the Central .jrea lor 
work, school or business Iron the northern ano nor th-e.-stern 
residential areas of the City.

The footpath ia not cater for in that its surface 
xo aurram. It joins the Hirinyaga .Load near the latter® 
junction with Vol Hoad. The footpath goes north towarue 
the Nairobi where there ic a footbridge.i

furious activities go on along the footbath and 
tneae include kioake oeliing fresh vegetables and food.
Not for off Xroa the footpath are activities that ueal in 
aotor vehicle aalutsmaoe and rep-ire and other light
industries.

-uring the lunch hours, (12.30 - 1.30 p.u.) an 
avar-g* of 2100 pedeatri. jib pass along the footpath on 
their way for lunch in the kiosks along the footpath or 
to the Hg&ra Area. Wuite a large number of school 
children also pass along the footpath from the schools 
in the Ngcra area.

The food kiosks along this footpath lack water 
supply and drainage 1b poor. The rubbish collection 
rvlso stoned to be unsatisfactory and hence the presence 
of so much litter along the footpath.

.edestriune passing along the footpath have to 
enuure quite alot of inconveniences ranging free dust 
during the dry season (and aui and water during the wet 
orioda) to uuto fumes and noise from the motor repnris.
2he foul smell iron the uncollected rubbish is yet 
idicther problem along the footpath. The footpath has no 
otreet lighting and thus renders it unsafe for pedestrian 
use after dusk.

The City Council authorities should with immediate 
effect recognise the footpath os a major link and outlet 
of the Central Area to the northern parte of the City and 
take appropriate action to improve the condition and 
f acilities on the footpath.
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3.4 - jjiSOttfSIUI Of 2&QSL&C' ai^ia

3.4. 1 “ *♦*--••- ••■ •• *■•••---• —

In 1976, road accidents in Nairobi claimed 
267 livea, 744 were seriously injured and 1831 
received elight injuries. In 1975 there 237 fatal 
scoideats end 262 serious injuries in Nairobi.

2ablt 26 gives the etatistics on pedestrian 
Cc-sualties in accidents in Nairobi for the years 
an. moot of 1976.

In 1975, of the reported and recorded 
accidents involving a pedestrian, eooe 224 accidents 
occurred, on the 8treeto of the Central -xea of 
Nairobi. Haile Selassie ..venae and ftaoecouree Road 
seen to be the worst roads in tersae of accidents. 
P»bout 46 per cent of the aooidento in the Central 
*rea (1975/1976) that involved a A>ed*strian occurred 
on Haile ielassie Avenue, Raoecourse load, Government 
;ioad, Ronald Hgala street, aiver .load and 2om Mboya 
street.

Hap 22 shows the streets in the Central /area 
-here most pedestrian/Ychicle accidents occur and 
also the location of the oritical intersection* in 
the traffic routes.
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S tree ts  where acc iden ts  (involving 

a pedestrian) are frequent



TABLE 26

Pedestrian casualties in Nairobi 

1975 and 1976 -  on a quarter yearly
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3.4, 2 - is. - - -.1 --

Host cities have problems of tr.oiiic congestion, 
uni yet more people try to drive into the City Centre by 
oar* aacfc seeks priority lor himself and while some muy 
v-chiere some priority they m^y perhaps must occupy access 
or street space which makes It less possible for other 
rood users to enjoy end convenience at all.

The private car occuec so ouch space for such 
a long time that son there will be & basic need to 
oxuaine whether other forms of transport sight be 
edually, or nearly as convenient as the car and yet 
occupies less spaoe or sp&ce for a shorter period than 
the cor*

Apart from the dujgere that pedestrian face, in 
the Central . rea of Hairobi, in crossing the streets, 
a greater level of inconvenience is experienced on the 
pavements (sidewalks) of the streets.

in the olJer port of the Central rea (east of 
lorn Kboya ltreat) there are dangers and inconveniences 
to peaestnana caused by vehicles which park on the 
^aveaenta (sidewalks), The pavements (sidewalks) should 
be exclusively for the use by pedestrians.

iho best rule for safety in road traffic is to 
have different categories of traffic separate, the ideal 
situation being the provision of a carriage ay for motor 
vehicle, a cycle track for two-wheeled vehicles and the 
.aweoents (sidewalks) for pedestxlans*

itauc where cars ere allowed to park on pavements, 
the pavement will inevitably be used by vehicles seeking 
a place to park, ao that even where amt care is taxen, 
the safety of pedestrians will no longer be eneureu uni 
inconvenience will be the end result.
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Ihe pavement (sidewalk) is the pedestrians domain 
wry; r,jf euch should bo reserved for the pedestrian 
e-cclusively. Marking on the pavement (sidewalk) presents 

umuoer oX m&^or objectionable features. OneooX them, 
relevant to the Central Area, is that it often compels 
o-eatrians to walk on the carriageway thereby very 

3u«etantially enhancing the danger oX collisions between 
cars and pedestrians ana hampering motor traffic.

sharing oX the pavement with parked ours is not 
the  only inconvenience caused to pedestrians by other 
road users. There ore the temporary activities that 
occupy the pavements (sideviClks) oX most streets in the
Central ..rea oX Nairobi cad theoe include the followingj-

- batch repair stand**
- Lottery kiosks j
- Newspapers and aagusines;
- dhoe--hining, repair boxes;
- Kaise roasting on dustbins;
• Selling of old record discs;
- -eight measuring scales; and
- dustbins.

The presence of these temporary activities is more 
evident in the older part of the Central Area (east of 
Tea Mboya Street) although some* like shoe-shining» 
newspapers nagasinee selling and lottery kiosks re 
also found in the more modern ports of the Central j»rea 
(west of Government iioad).

aore recent aspect that inconveniences pedestrians 
a lot, is the current wave oX lunch - tine 'preachers*. 
Those people having no specific places provided for 
ublio epeeohea and preachings hove been forced to conduct 
their sermons on the aveaonts of the streets.
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It la coig&cn, for exua. le, to fine, people gathered on tho 
a-, assents (sidewalks) (ol .onulJ ligdu street, Government 
..o*.d, , ga khan Talk, ilucecoursa xio a , 2aa Mboya and keny&ttu 
venum near the General ost Cilice and near kimothl street 
Junction) listen to the wori of Go- from these preachers.
The presence of such large groups of people on the pavements 
(■ r- jk«) do at times c.-uoe a lot of inconveniences to 
other . edestrians, during lunch hour* who are less interested 
in the preachings and are in hurry to get to the eating 
establishment froa work places or vice versa.

There are certain . nveaents (sidewalks) that have no 
- ay form of protection or shelter against adverse weather 
onditions such as rainy or sunny days* a typical example 
in H-~raabee avenue, host streets* in the Central Area* 
ho«ever, do have shelters in fora of building canopies above 
the : -iveaents (side.>ai*.s) •

.nether inconvenience caused to pedestrians in the 
ventral Area is the delays at crossing pointcon busy roads 
each os Uhuru Highway .nd Haile Selassie avenue, -uch 
delays usually frustrate the pedestrians as we know 
irustrated people are notorious for having their judgement 
impaired hence the danger.

host streets in the older i- .rt of the Central ire* 
of ;; irobi (east of Torn tfboya Jtrect) have pavements full 
ci otholes and uneven surfaces. These are naturally sources 
of iscomfort and inconvenience to the many pedestrians that 
Ik on these pavements (sidewalks).

wteps towards reducing the ^conveniences caused to 
iecestri<*ne in the Central reu of Sairobi should induce:-
i )  the absolute prohibition of parking on pavements 

(ei.evulka) by cars by inflicting heavy fines to 
the offenders.
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PLATE- 18 Inconvenience to  pedestrians: 

public toilet on a roundabout

viewpoints of: 

A - PLATE 18 

B- PLATE 8 

C- PLATE 9



PLATE-20 Absence of crossing facilities 
on busy pedestrian commuter 
routes

V

PLATE- 19 Roads lacking proper pedestrian sidewalk(pavement)
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ii) the prohibition of tea orary activities on a tree to 
having narrow pavements (sidewalks) anu heavy 
pedes tries flows;

ill) reuucing the dal-yo at busy crossing points oy
either ins Wiling signal controls or grade separated 
pecestrian facilities; -ad

iv) having cons Wat maintenance of pavements especially 
their suriaos c©n-*ti©fla»

3.4. 3 - i -

in dealing With the problem of pedestrian 
uuvoaents in Central .»rens, one of the aspect is the 
ca-acitjr ( D  o* the ixk iviuual streets which aust be 
considered, ibe aim hero should be to reauce visual 
intrusion (2) in order to retain U s  attractivsnsss of . 
the centre core; to encourage a-^nawn intervislbility 
between driver ana pedestrian (to increase safety of the 
latter); anti -here necessary, to increase capacity by 
reacting better utilisation ol existing opaoee (3).

a noted in the e.-rlior chapters, environmentally, 
uay conditions of eoagootios are undesirable. She 
environmental capacity of a street should be lower than the 
theorltloal traffic ©e acity a* this provides adequate 
time for edeetrians to cross traffic routes and also 
reduces aiabi*ut noise ~n>a exhaust , oliution levels.

In the foregoing sections of this Chapter it was
noted that in 1976, eoae 59 noc ideate (4), in ^enya, were 
oaucec by people oroseiag behind stationary vehicles. 
a he assumption here is that Were was lack of intervislbility 
between the driver and the pedestrian which result Into on
accident*
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Jtiver iioad, in the Central . xeu of Nairobi, is on

qjl oX a road where this problem oX visual intrusion in
-rw.uently experienced by pedestri.no, aiver uoeJ is principally 

service as well as a feeder road to the commercial 
t .lishasnts in this part of the Central . rea. Ihie is,

2 illy, *fe^ there are ao auny heavy cam err lei sai 
rivate cure using the roan at all times during the day* 
-wa^ostxon on this road, is often caused by frequent stoppings 
_j .shiolee, on route, wishing to unload or load goods 
n. this forces the vehicles behind thorn and the on-coming 

to Blow down and thuc ot.using congestion, tne other 
* ctor ie th&t the number of on-street parking lots on
.Ivor iload are not enough and cr-ainot cope with the demand
xor pf-rii ing, as st*ch many motorists decide to park their 
vehicles, hoc idea (on the carriageway) the already legally 
,_rved vehicles and thuo .iartiully blocking the road.

nother example of a road where visual intrustion 
to e astris âs is roainv it *n Crcvemaent ao&g * Uovernaeat 
.ood is a shopping roan with builuings of nodest height ^nd 
capacity! its pavements are ourely wide enough to tâ ;e the 
volume of yeuestrlune curing the rush hour traffic; it has 
xgle car parking on either side and the residual centre 
tr ifle lanes are inadequate to allow oi rush hour traffic.

.resent angle car firming results in the direct lose of
truffle lanes because oi' the constant .interference from 
arming oars. logether with this, is the loading and 

unloading of vehicles that go on the road even during the 
rush hours, here again the intervisibility between the 
* revere end the pedestrian (the latter when wishing to 
jroas the road) at times is rather minimal because of 
v uiuol obstruction by vehicles•

The above mentioned roads art not the only cases 
in the Central /ores where the view of the pedestrians is 
oust-"acted by vehicles when they (pedestrians) wish to 
cross the roads.
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2 here _re vxany raoro roads end etracts, eopeclolly in the 
oiv.tr ..jrt of the Central irta (east ot Too Mboya street), 
•here the combined on-etreet parking, heavy commercial 
veniclte and the narrownese (widths) of the atreate present 
. rooleos of visual iatrustion ana hence constitute hunger to 

cs tx-u-ns. The most environmentally defective streets in 
13741 m  the Central res, were (apart from Government hood 
v_n4 Liver hoed) bi&sh&ro treat, Ton Mboya street, :luindi 
idblnga street - near the City fuofcst - end ■ abe ra street (j).

The other form of visual intrusion to pedestrians,
*s the presence of too many rod sign®, shop signs,
.... vertising posters and bollards on a street or rod* 
-ortunately, this «s yet, is not a serious problem in the
central ~reu of Nairobi*

people conducting their bueiaeoaeo and other 
activities within the Central --Tea of Nairobi come from 
v.J.1 *aJU.s of life. They iroa the young to the old;
those literate ami illiterate. Che population of the 
o itral ivxea, at any one time is not a homogeneous one.

anjojp problem is th..t of igncrince by a majority 
of people, about traffic conditions ana regulations in the 
.uiitral Area, lor instance, the recent installations of 
oignal - controlled at crossing points axe still confusing 
.. ^re&t .umber oi row- ucers es c t h e  eiestriune, 
coaervationn have shown that pedestrians spend some tine 
trying to unj erst and what the various symbols, in the 
€ .aatricA phase, mean aau most of them therefore never 
comply with the mandatory re^u-jrcaenta at these crossing
. laC®a.

Uo»d signs are not always understood by many people 
nd sometimes they ore directly mieun cretood.
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c*£0 topici especially the children, 'relieve that the eafeSb 
*uy to cross the road is to run. This is e dangerous way of 
cross lag roads.

hereas a any people mistrust the »e bra-crossings there 
ixe those who think that the sebrs is their own part of the 
ro~. that they can do anything and hence it is not uncommon 
to iind some pedestrians Jaywalking on sebr* crossings in the 
vcatral Area oi Nairobi. Jaywalking, however, is coemon in 
:a~ay cities throughout the world.

Not sc a*ny pedestrians, when crossing roacs, htive
tue ability to roughly estimate the s,>e<*i of the approaching 
vehicles, nor Judge their ability in crossing the road 
^ , 4 , of cars. home pedestrians have the tendecy of 
croaking the rouds without prior warning (or indicative 

-cures) to the drivers, believing that the mo tor is to can 
their vehicles instuaeously •

here grade se;amted pedeetri.-uis facilities ere 
.rovidtd, ns on Haile Celissie venue (footbridge) and under 
Jhuru Highway (pedestrian tunnel ne r the University) it is 
icund at tiae3 there is reluctance by *#de«triuns to use these 
under or overpasses preferring to cross the roo. w. jacent 
to them. hat the pedestrians, here, fail to underotuid 
is that these grade separated facilities are normally 
instilled at busy crossing ’Oints for their (pedestrians) 
i,~fsty. k point worth noting here ie that for these

separated pedestrian faculties, to be fully used 
_nc a predated they have to be in line of the pedestrian 
routes so that they fox* a continuation of the pedestrian 
aetwottt.

Unawareness about traffic conditions and especially 
;e..eatriaa behsviouro at crossing points is common among 
-r_vers. It appears that most drivers in the central ires, 
ore not e-are that pedestrians on pavements (sidewalks)
.nd roadsides always should be expected to suddenly dash 
out into the road without warning.
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In soim situations very ie» drivers did^that a horn signal 
has to be given well in advenes of the passing, of a 
crocsing point, if it is going to r m e n t  accidents and 
in conduction with the signal tiio driver has to slow down 
.nd oe prepared to stop on short notice, iccidente could 
.lao result iron driver© who eoaotines only used their 
f, .-n<Li lights to m o m  pedestrian©• In such cose the 
lactoriste oust he assuming that the pedestrians have been 
i-Ufeht to notice and understand the light eignal, which is 
often not the cnee.

It is cocoon to find some , pedestrians who suu.only
,h.Jige puce or direction while crossing the road anu uost 
uo tor is to tenu to assume th.it .edeotrians when crossing woulu 
oo going in the same direction.

vome motorists appear not to be oheerv^nt in areas 
here the rood is narrow or streets with narrow pavements. 
Harrow pavemente Boaetines force pedestrians to i Ik on 
the carriageway. ab example is the situation th t occurs 
slong the . -uBi>vani Road during the evening peak, hours when 
ooth p.edeetrlan end vehicle traffic is heavy. Then, there 
re situation* whereby if one pedestrians crosses the road 
avd they wore in a group, it is nest likely that there will 
be more following who ore not going to be looking for 
traffic. This no zanily is the cose with groups of people 
ho are stronger© to the Central area.

In conclusion it is probable to say that not all 
edeetrians who cone into the Central rea heve the otme 
abilities to grasp the total traffic situation at a glance.

In order to achieve a high level of coamnity 
a -rents* as regards road traffic aid safety there is a 
need to step in education, enforcenent and publicity or 
repoganda about traffic claiming and management. *2he 
structure of the ooaaunity needs to be altered in such a 
ay that traffic on? transportation will no longer be 

& haadioap for a free, pleasand and safe life for a large 
oxcentage of the population, a threat to the well being 
of a nation* ( 1) .
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(1) V.l. Vikli iju&j "Changing structure oi the coacunity1'
- iai.̂ JH.JSIcHiiL COHiuiLJICii OS

±>~as3*ajLJi SAS&I, fiah, 20 - 23
1976.

3.5 - CUiJ2iUI32- TO TH-. i^iaTiOJi
- 1  ■ ■ ------------

The ra ■ jor constraint to the pedestrian policy in 
the Central * rea of Huirobl has been the fact th-t 
pedestrian even bicycle travel has not been really
incorporated into the transportation planning process 
used by the City1* traffic planners. It appears evident 
that rather major modifications of present planning 
liftthodology and techniques are imperative to deal with 
the noa-aotoriseu transport which account for some 50 
to 60 per cent of the total in urban area# (1) of 
developing countries.

rm 1 1a i ng room is also another constraint to the 
edestrian policy especially in the built up arson of 
the Central >vrea. There are areas in the Central where 
there is not enough building roon for either expansion 
oi pavements (sidewalks) or installation of grade- 
oeparsted pedestrian facilities. This constraint is 
auch eo in the older parts of the Central Area (Last of 
Too Hboya Street) where the pavement widths use rather 
u.j x o w . For instance at the junction of lew to- ani 
.lag hoad, iimwuni itoud, Land hies .toad and Haile Selassie 
..venue therein an urgent need for grade-separated pedestrian 
crossing facilities ouch as a footbHdge or a subway, but 
there is not enough building room, at pseaent, for such 
installutlone, unless suae of the structures are
demoll«h.d ^
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. mother constraint to the pedestrian policy is tied to 
the financial (costs) aspect of providing the pedestrian 
facilities especially the grade-separated instvJLlations. The 
coo to of installing these facilities would be t^sxing the 
.ity Council of Nairobi with its scarce resources. Table 27 
&ho s the cost of construction (installation) of the various 
ty.es of pedestrian crossings (worked out for Great Britain)(3).

finally there are no strong pressure or lobby groups
representing the pedestrians (_ni cyclists). In other 
.airo^ean and North >JBtriCcJi societies, these group® in the 
Xoisi of associations (lie the International federation of 
. os triune, baaed in Hogue, Netherlands) can present the 
roblema faced by pedestrians and usound effective remedial 

aaxures from the respective governments or oity authorities. 
This thereiore means th-t such organisations should ĥ .ve 
lull government backing.

There is also the setback in having an effective 
pedestrian policy for the Central area of Nairobi which is 
vnsociated with lack or scarcity of data and information on 
the t-edeetrian flows, routes and behaviour. This lack of 
information readers the realisation of pedestrian 
re .uiramenta in terms of movement patterns, activities and 
L-hysical development a difficult task*

- ■ ~ - 2 - ?-

COST Of CGNoTrdfcTIGH (INSTALLATION)

SYP£ Of CHOPPING COST Of 
INSTALLATION

.Unaided Nil
Zebra £ 640
Give-way £ 500
xelloan £ 1,100
.-elicun/cyoles £ 2,000
xoot bridge £310,000
Subway £250,000

£250,^00-------
Mourc* : A. a. Claxton f.l. . 1976
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TOWARDS A POLIO! ?OH PSDB6TRIAH K07.JK3BTS IH 
P E  J^TRAL AIUA C? M IR C ^I___________

4 .C . IBTitC^D-JTICK

The principal function of lanning and jolitical 
oXlciee in the trass ort field is basically to enable 
eo le to get around safely and conveniently.

The motor vehicle, in this res eot, is a suitable 
way of t:ettin* around, and given choice, moBt ec le refer 
to ro by car. There are so many advantages that it embraces, 
that to wish to enccura- e or erouado ec le, with choice, 
to travel by other ».«xiee of traoe ort .is a difficult task, 
unless there le far more ositive discrimination against 
the rivate car. 71ms the car has a level cf comfort and 
convenience which stir aoaes anything that other KOdes can 
achieve.

The rivate car, however, la. oeee high costs on the 
community by its noise, ollution, con;eetlons and accidents, 
'.’here ie also the reduction of ersonal nobility of those 
-fithout access to a rivate car. This ie evident in the 
Inconveniences lm csed on -erfeetriane (tie ^uard rails 
that arc erected Just where they would wish to cross the 
road t as exar le in the Jentrel Area of Nairobi, is the 
recent installation of guard rails along N.enyatta Avenue 
near ito Junction with Governramt Hoad) and the ways in 
which they, the redestrians, are obliged to change level 
in - any cities of the world.

?urtheroore, it should be realised that, the 
elestriano are far more likely to have a higher ro ortion 
of ohildren and old peaplt in their ooa ositlon, yet they 
acre the 'rou e who are disadvantaged in order to allow the 
motor traffic to ciove froely.
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I edestrian Tannin r has not really been incor orated 
into the trans ortation ; 1 arming rocesa ueed in derelo od 
countries and a >plied without cuoh ad a tation to develo ing 
countries* Figure^- shows the eUeatrian transport in the 
eneralised trans ortaticn ; lannin<; rocese (1).

It a ears evident that rather oajor codifications 
of resent trana ort • lannlnr Eethojolô y and techniques 
are in erativo to dtal with non-^otoriaed trans ort which 
accosnts for 15 to 35 er cent of the oodec of travel in 
cities of develo ed countries and whioh can reach 50 to 60 
er cent in Urban areas of develo Lae countries (1).

fhe three roffsesioaal grou s who are res oneible 
for this situation are the trans ort planners# the planners 
theneelvee and the politicians. All of the® a?;ear to have 
fallen for the oyth of universal car ownership. They seem 
to subscribe to the visw that it is only a natter of tice 
before we eJLl have oars and that the only robletn* then, 
would be to build nore streets and roads to nocooodate tha 
vehicles (2).

?ho trans. ort j turners see® to have been srsuaded 
tlxat the rohlea of the ^oveoent of • eo >le is to do with 
tlie ccve&ent of traffic. They have consequently focussed 
on those tiaes of the day when traffio voJunes are at their 
caks. They have at tea ted by a variety of weans to 
aficoimodate as aaay •© !• ffolnf to work by oar as 
osslble (2).

Thus a decade or two a£o, (and still is in sotse 
coaounities, as, ecially in the dsvslorine countries) it 
was jdsssob to a?: roach , edestricn lannin$ as follows (3).

1 - vehiole circulation is far nore in ortant 
than >edestrien aoconodation.. More than 
95 per cant of all urban travel is by car. 
Thus why worry about pedestrians?
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FIGURE 2 Pedestrian transport in the generalized 

transportation planning process

*
SOURCE: Bovy, Ph : 1975
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2 - The most efficient urban develo cent atteme are 
Isolated stri develo cent - each with its own 
parking lot. This reduces the amount of traffio 
generated at any one location. It also allows for 
convenient auto circulation, thereby reducing the 
need to walk.

3 -  Only a few edestrian tri o are found in moot
urban environments. This suggests that sidewalks - 
when measured in benefit - coet terms - are neither 
effective nor necessary. There are no eo. le 
on scat sidewalks, so why rovide then? Ix>roorer 
street widening by reducing sidewalk width can 
increase capacities for cars.

4 - Pedestrian hasing at signalised intersections can
be in roved by giving each ;edestrian movement a 
base of its own. In this way* northbound, 
south bouno, eastbound and westbound edestrians 
flows would each neve on a ««’ arate phase fully 
removed from vehicular traffic. The increased 
freedom of movement would wove than offset the 
additional queues, lore over, people are gregarious 
and they like bunching close together!

5 - eo le are very hardy - even the young* old and
infirced. They can endure exjoeure to weather - 
strong eua, biting cold, heavy snow. Ihey can 
easily negotiate atee^ ,rades.

6 - eciestriana should freely intermingle with other
road users in the City Centre. This will cake 
walking a stimulating and exoltlng than 
aotoroycliets meandering through a cane of 
pedestrians * each interacting with the other!

7 - The way to ia rove downtown vitality is quite
sin.lei close a few streets} then create a call 
lined with kiosks, osters and trees. The 
assur tion is that these treatment - in theoselves - 
will reveres long term social and economic trends.

These are planning myths that should be set aside.
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The oliticiana role has been In the fiscal end 
legal measureo which again diocrininate in farour of motorists. 
There are the weak and uneforcsd traffic laws such as the 
. analtie# for dangerous driving, whereby only the driving 
license is taken away for some period.

The solutions to these problems lie in the reversing 
of rioritiea so that reference ie given to pedestrians 
and cyclists then to public transport and finally to the 
other vehicles. Three node trane ortatlon studies (1)
( ublic trane ort, rivate trane ort, and non-cotorised 
transport) should be conducted throughout the analysis 
eequenoe and strategic transport plan rearation.

Insertion of non—notorized travel In the transport 
study rooeee raises the issue of trade-offs (1) of 
ca abilities between rat/ar fine two-nodes enalysln 
rooess and robobly coarser three mode a roaches. but 
it is clear that current trends and needs call for 
decreasing eu basis on modelling sophistication in favours 
of better coiti-unl cation ca; abilities with decision - makers 
and acre trana arency of the rooeos (1).

A recent 0 7S 5 3> study indicates that pedestrian 
modelling, which con be handled in similar ways as 
motorized trane ort, lends itself to considerable simplifications 
(4). As a matter of fact, as bovy, puts it ‘the decree of 
accurnoy is not really an Issue since it does not have cajor 
consequences in the final design. The mere fact of 
interpreting non-aotorisod trane ort in tie overall transport 
study roceas is by itself a safeguard and a major 
ini rover.ant over past ractice*.

••hereos the overall goal for a pedestrian olioy 
should be to increase the desirability cf pedestrian travel 
in the Central Area by siemlt&neouely reducing, an much as 
: ossible and feasible, the demand for other rcre 
disru tive and more ex; eraive forris of trras ort, the 
specific objectives should bei-
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(1) to lnorease safety;
(li) to 1* roTe network continuity)
(ill) to focus on network connectivity;
(It ) to increase network ca aolty; end
(▼) the in rovesaent of pedestrian quality of 

serrice.

The first and most resting objective for ; edestrian 
1 aiming for the Central Area and Hairobi as a whole should 
be to increase safety — walkin'1’ is the least rotected 
type of travel. This is su br the fact that nearly
seventy per cent of the accident casualties in Halrobl 
involve a pedestrian.

The second objective should deal with restoration 
and io roveeent of edestrian network continuity. This 
idea wme sore popular before the i&otorization a*:e when 
aloost all urban trsval were wade on foot. But since then, 
.edestrian footjatha were gradually narrowed, disru ted, 
cut and relocated with considerable detours around urban 
blocks and transport barriers. Hew urban devslo uent 
and rehabilitation should incor orate ;edestrian links 
and connections to facilitate eaeotrian r.overcent within 
and across the arees considered, in this ease the Central 
Area of Kairobl.

There should be a foous on edestrian network 
connectivity to all interfaces with public trans ort 
system and other land uses in the Central Area, Just as 
there should be an increase of edestrian network ca aolty. 
.any aveoents (sidewalks) in the Central Area are 
under-designed with inadequate ca aolty. A final objective 
should be the in rovecamt of edestrian quality of service, 
in the Central Area, through urban design and provision 
for such auenitiee as landscaping, weather rotection 
for cold and hot seasons.
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4 .1  -  VAKIQOS V ..U  C l A JH lJV IbQ  H rR U TB lS P T^

4*.------- , v,.--------

Ihere are aeny v:yc to improve thf convenience, safety
-rul attractiveness of the urban environment for pedestrians.
These can be;*

A * Minor improvements without art a modification;
2 * x edeetriun im.roveaante requiring pavement

(sidewalk) widening;
C - , e-ectriuaisei streets (Halls) displacing

vehicular traffic partially or totally; and
i) - Kajor pedestrian improvements with multi-level

construction.

Kcst of the practical schemes available to a oity 
.i be {wad in the lint below which gives a systematic 

appro&oh. the improvements are listed in approximate 
order of cost and grouped in lour uu*Jor categories (5) &s 
listed above.

A * HHJUl iu&iSBIiiLJI IHi}R0ViJLJ!2b KXTHOUi*
_____________■ ■ —  i a S -----------

l) Signal timing to favour pedestrians;
U) 2*1 bloc. pedestrian cross «alxs;
iii) . ; irking and truck loading restrictions

-rji enforcement;
lv) Landscaping incluaing above-grade planters; 
v) justbins newsstands, khones and mailboxes; 
vi) Temperature controls, shelters, and ouxsio; and 
vit) shuttle buses or similar services.
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ii)

ill)

!▼)

▼i)
vii)

i )

i)

U)

u)

1)

b - unwiiM-m r w u i r i s o
(-V ----

didewulk oldening at street c rose lugs and bus stops, 
with ala block ehcrt-tiae load lag or parking spaces;

Building setbacks or arcades;

jaseoge^ay to bisect long blocks;

Mini-porks on <K.d lots, courts oau rear ore. o;

Beaches, fountains, artwork end accessories;

Bus shelters; and
Z arson conveyance including escalators and moving 
sidewalks*

C -  rk J liil* J L H U  —  SSBlkiSB

BlBBLkCINO YiHICUlAE IKli’ilC iaKJULU
---a----- ----------------------------

fraasitvoy - -jccluslvely of all vehicleo except 
buses and emergency vehicles, for which special 
lanes would be built in the pedestrian area;
i loses or interrupted nail - sail street reserved 
for exclusive pedestrian use, with cross streets 
left open to vehicular traffic; and

Coatinoue Kali - pedestrian street extending 
the full length of a business area without 
interruptions, excluding all but emergency vehicles.

DU - K~Jdrt IH*kGYi2Ut2S tffSl
---- 1 - ■Y—  V m;--------

Separate pedestrian underpasses or overpasses 
acroeo moin or side street;
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ii) Large second level crossing combined with concourses
above or below lull intersections areas;

ill) Leooac level ?edsstriuiw*.:ya alone street above or 
below eiuewalk aaij/or street pavements;

iv) Second vehicular level above or below street for 
eitttr:*

a) Trc-aait (subv-y, elevated)
b) iutooobiles (overpass or underpass)
c) Trucks (truck tunnels or reaps)

The definition of a •moll* is here taken as a
omanent pedestrian urea on a .former street, where 

vehicular traffic is highly restricted and pedestrian 
environment is improved•

The above mentioned alternative way• of improving 
the pedestrian mode of travel are not only useful for 
the study area of this study, namely the Central Ares of 
Nairobi, but are also useful guidelines for other urban 
centres in the country that are bound to face similar 
problem of pedestrian movements.

4.2. -

Hanning lor safety of pedestrians and pedestrian 
facilities xs a longstanding and universal problem. Urban 
traffic congestion is not unique to any specific 
geographical location or historical period. It appears in 
a variety of forms, and its universality suggests 
underlying factors th^t are only partially related to 
nodes of transportation. ±'he basic causes of urban traffic 
congestion appear to be excessive crowding of population 
.aid economic activity into smell areas of land and a 
disorderly arrangement of land uses that has maxiaisec 
transport requirements.
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The groat bul-- and density oX bull - Inga and concentration 
ui the Contra! rea oX Nairobi have created a volume oX 
j c v nger end goois movement that hue become increasingly 
^Xiicult to accomodate eXXectlvely regarulese oX 
transportation methods.

Today, the Central . reu oX Nairobi, by ita vory 
.-tmre, presents a challenging >e. ©strian patter. The 
..cos it lee, d i vers IX lent ion and variety oX hyeical 
-oveJLopoent end econoaio activity provide a mixture oX 
aovesaeatc, both by Xoot and wheel, that makes the Central 
re a configuration a compos ite oX interrelates and 
interwoven pattern oX activity.

This section (4.2 - leaning Strategy) oX the study
j.a conoernsu with ieliaeating the conceptual aspects of 
leaning Xor pedestrians. The conceptual aspects are not 
discussed entirely in tho context oX the Central res. oX 
11 irobi, but in a wJLuer context, with the hope that other 
urban centres in the country that also experience the 
r obi an oX pedestrian movements in their Central ..reus,

xuo. ti»«- u s c iu - * i the e;: - .'ours to s o lve  11. - •.♦oblcm 

oi pedestrian movements.

4 . 2.1  -
Up to now very little consideration has been given, 

.n the Central Area, to the uominant inXluence oX major 
uiestrian generators end major truss port nodes. The 
e.ieatrion systems have generally fixed routes imposed 
by block and building layouts on streets primarily 
serving vehicles. Thus so far the pedestrian systems have 
bean secondary in importance to vehicular traffic syateae.

^euestrian activities does not constitute a major 
. oxtion oX the movements to all goous and people.
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In Central ire«s of towns ho.ever, pedestrian movement is 
often the final part of & vehicular journey.

2hast pedestrian movements are also the nost flexible 
in u n s  of routes choice ana accessibility. Three aspects 
of pedestrian circulation are:-

a) the Iona use function that oust be located 
•petes

b) the transport linkage function connecting 
transportation nodes end central area functions;
and

c) a neons of oho erring the urban environment for 
▼lew ana vistas.

Thus, the purpose of a pedestrian system must be to 
move people from origin to destination, and it should not 
be coen or considered as competitive with other 
transportation modes but rather complimentary to thee*.

figure 2 she ,-,a a possible \ loaning framework, developed 
by utoaiou,(6) for examining peaestrian requirements in 
terms of movement patterns, activities and physical, 
development. The projection of existing conditions end the 

0-ordination of these three basic requirements will assist 
xn formulating various alternatives so that feasible network 
can be adopted.

The use of such a frnaewor for the Central ;xea will 
a. rurally require long-term programme including extensive 
; reld surveys, therefore, the form that the pedestrian 
network will take inside the central area can only &• 

terained by undertaking tn extremely detailed study.
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4.2.2. .U 1J.-I1V • >-•

-edestriun movement patterns are determined ; rim-rily 
by major ^eneratore such as government offices, retail 
shopping and transportation nodes. The «eyo to the 
.1 analog developments oX the system are the distance 
, rvi accessibility oX these major trip determinants and 
their impact on the total volumes (7). These will determine 
the design capacity ol pedestriansiacilities#

. e .ectrian planning to date has been 1 rgely on ad 
hoc basis and littls work has been done to determine the 
i-eaaad characteristics, impact generators and the 
jevelo^aent oX analytical tools Xor analysis* Morris and 
. Inman argue that planning Xoi’ pedestrians generally 
depends more on intuition than loots. The yardstick and 
gauge* tlu-t have proved quite useXul in determining 
highway needs are generally useless in aa.-ing comparable 
n/ iyam for planning Xor pedestrians (6).

i number oX studies (7) have dealt with pedestrian 
flows much in the same way as traXXic studies, using 
origin-destination surveys, gravity models and consideration 
ol socio-economic characteristics# Morris, Xor example, 
us os lour categories oX trip purposes - terminal, business, 
shopping and miscellaneous - and proceeds to apply the 
gravity model techniques to data collected by regular 
origin-cestination techniques (9). flavin end 1.heeler 
stuuied poueetriun Xlow characteristics on sidewalks to 
iluj patterns oX capacity ana use in relation to demand (10). 
^ylem sad Spiller bays discussed modal choice as it 
relates to the pedestrian (11).

So make quantitative analysis more meaningXul,
Stuart (12) suggests a number oX questions that these 
uinds oX data could be directed to answer

1 - How well are the pedestrion route locations
aligned with the directions oX heaviest travel 
dem&ndY Can the need lor any ne routes be 
identified.
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2 - hiofc pedea tritvn routes require lurther
development to reaolve pedestrian circulation 
shortcomings.

3 - which sites within the existing pedestrian
networks are jrei erred locutions for the 
development of additional activities that 
generate pedestrian movements?

4 - t.lut sill be the amount sod directions of
pedestrian travel resulting from the 
development of net* generators at alternative 
locations? ill any adjustments in the 
pedestrian network be necessary?

5 - ah&t will be the voluaee and circulation
patterns of pedestrian movement expected 
from alternative land use arrangements.
»jhat types of network* will be appropriate?

Ihus the methods of data collection may parallel 
those of origin-destination surveys used in metropolitan 
traffic studies. But the major concern must be centred 
on compatible location generators within a given network
rather than developing network for high-capacity, p*ak- 
hour o; orations, in general, the folio*lag kinoe of 
information should be Bought by pedestrian origin- 
dectiaation studies* (7)

a) The location, scale and character of major 
generators and their relationship to changeWof- 
nod* transportation nodes;

b) The scale, character and purpose of pedestrian 
trips; and

c) Identification of route preference, choice 
and flexibility.
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4*2*3. • .....

xhe environmental elements th t influence the planning 
^nd <_esi&n ol pedestrian circulation systems can b© grouped 
into live categories (7).

A - Movement patterns - safety, coafort and continuity 
1 ol the pedestrian network and available alternative

route choicest
S -  location ol major trip generators - interconnections 

between the major trip generators themselves and 
their relationship to the pedestrian network*

C • Xodal elements - change ol node points, such as 
parking areas, bus stations, bus stops and 
recreational areas such os squares and parks;

j - Historical elements - unique landmarks and
distinctive onsets ol history, architecture and
even topography; and

£ - Imag t ability - urban design l&caue, view ol and 
Iron the network and vista*

She above live categories broadly represent only 
two elementa:

u) The relationship ol the pedestrian trip generators 
to the pedestrian network snfl

b) the details ol urban ueoign along the network 
and the image ability.

The two basic elemc ito ore more or less interrelate . 
:ae . hyaicul location and the interrelationships ol the 
0 ere tore do inlluencs the orientation and dimensions ol 
pedestrian network ana to a large extent, determine the 
ossanti&l nature ol aeslga details. It should, however, 
ae noted that the planning and location ol the pedestrian 
network itsel1 will inlluence further opportunities lor 
location and relocation ol important trip generators.
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Those environmental elements relate to the scale 
sensitivity and subtleness of those .ho ore to move along 
the pedestrian networks at a flexible speed with a number 
of route choices open to them. Physical and biological 
..eU.il of the urban scene cones into its own for the 
. oeoetri&n as he moves along his path. This basic structure 
of the formation of pedestrian spaces contributes significantly 
to visual diversity, Kajor elements* either man-made or 
natural, within the pedestrian systems make possible a 
i.ifferentiation emong subareas of the environment (13).
Thin ia an important determinant of the environmental 
character of tho pedestrian network itself.

4.2.4. ** ■ ■ ■ • -

The costs, benefits and eoosunity consequences of 
providing viable and aesthetic pedestrian circulation 
eye teas should be evaluated within the framework of the 
total transportation system. The cost-benefit criteria 
must also be based on systems alternatives, not on the 
ev-auation of single elements of the system. Por instance, 
the segregation of vehicles and pedestrians will obviously 
result either in higher motor vehicle handling capacity 
in the existing streets or in higher comfort and safety 
both to motorists ana sdostrians.

To date many of the major segregated pedestrian 
circulation systems in developed countries have been 
.cveloped in conduction with major private urban 
-eveiopsientfi. This private-public interaction, as in 
United tftatee Canada (7), has been limited to design 
etoa-urdB and, to a small degree attempts to make possible 
the development part of &n overall pedestrian system, 
host arrangements for coat shying between private and 
•M ablio enterprise h~ve been ad boo based on oircuaetuncial 
expediency in which approval or disapproval of the 
proposed major uro n development h<s been the prime objective.
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It ia therefore necessary to evolve nethoie of 
coot-benefit analysis that would include an analysis of 
suc-G-economic and environmental consequences within the 
overall planning frcmevMor*. of the total transportation 
system. Xhua the Uity Council of Nairobi aunt W e  the 
initiative in developing r.v. evolving plane for a totil 
transportation system Xcr the Central Area.

Separation oX pedestrian facilities from the 
vehicular traXXic often involves substantial additional 
costa, and the questions oX who benefits and who should 
-ay are difficult to resolve. Both the pedestrians and 
the motorists who use the nyetens anl the planners can 
c-.iSily see the benefits end change in comfort, safety,
. oc thee tics nn,i may he traffic off icic-ncy in central 
.xecs. Xhese are el omen tc th.t encourage and justify 
the development of pedestrian systems in conduction with 
au.jor urban developments.

It is also argued that pecuniary benefits do accrue 
to cocaeroial establishments, whether existing or proposed, 
due to greater pedestrian access thu.t results in increased 
patronage• This is mors so in pedestrianised shopping 
streets.

In order to aaue it possible to effectively develop 
a total pedestrian circulation system, some control must 
ho exercised over the locution end development of major 
_e estrion trip generators that in turn affect route 
choices, patterns, and Unices and to a large extent 
determine pedestrian volumes. She planners should, 
therefore, coordinate these developments to the extent 
that the proposed pedestrian system and the locational 
character is tics of the major developments are mutually 
,oot;utiole and onh.net environmental quality.
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hethar the pedestrian Is going to be below or 
above the level of the vehicles is going to be influenced 
not only by coat-benefit analysis but also by other Halting
factors such as:

i) Jopography;

li) listing building design;

iii) Geology;

It ) ^xeav&tion costs;

▼) Oost of relocation of facilities;

▼i) Groundwater levels;

vii) ..esthetic surrounding;

Till) ..edeatriun beh wiour (psychology);

ix) Accessibility levels; and

X) Clio to and surrounding vista.

4.2. 5. -

all of these choice factors roust be a part of the 
systoaa analysis that precedes the design and development 
of a pedestrian network*

4.2. 6. - -Vr

Although the study of pedestrian traffic is
receiving growing attention (14)# there is still little 
nowledge about pedestrian design stana xds. An atteapt 
is nade here to record a r<-nge of requireaents which can 
be used for the Central •re* or can be adjusted to local 
c ircuastanccs and situations.
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In providing & pedestrian network (wulkwey) system 

in the Central *reu, the general aim should be:-

*) to express a uniform design identity 
throughout, in tores of iunction and 
visual quality; and

b) to aid the pedestrian to orientate 
biaself be aware of his right to 
such ureas*

There is, therefore, a need to incorporate 
variety oX spatial experiences which ^re urban in 
character and seals.

The overall pedoctriaa walkway system oust be 
direct and easy to comprehend sad should avoid repeated 
changes in direction*

The basic slcsaants of a pedestrian walkway eye tea 
iire the various paths and nodes involving activity 
concentrations, intersections, or vertical access to 
footbridges or tunnels (subways).

4*2.6* 1. - ---•*• -1 ---

The actual widths oX paths should be related to 
the particular pedestrian flows which operate* J?or 
-nstuace, the capacity of * path used primarily at 
,eak hours (essentially one-^uy traffic) aay be quite 
different iron the casual requirasenta from choppers 
(pedestrians moving in different directions)*

The capacity of patho aay o# taken to vary between 
10 and 1b persons per foot width of pavement per 
uioute (15) after deducting 1.5 feet dead width (5.0 Xeet 
in shopping areas)*

Thus the actual width of pavements (sidewalks) 
will be subject to variations in detail planning in the 
action areas.
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to acccmoiata a pecastriaa path oa & different level connections 
should ho Bade with the rest oX the ays tec uaS with nd joining
..ublic transport facilities at street or subway level.

2he advantage of linking aaliwayn over vehicles is that
the bridge over & road does not unduly disturb the traffic or 
the services below.

eb©3triune, generally, use what seems to bo the
shortest anu most convenient route. There, is, therefore, a 
u lead vantage in having to negotiate a climb of sone 20.0 feet, 
that is three flights of sixteen steps, or a reap -bout
250.0 feet long (17). Convenience oust therefore, be related 
to the extent of the walkway at the higher level (for example, 
by connection with built developments incorporating pedestrian 
decks, or by taking into account natural changes in 
topography) (17).

dubways (tunnels), on the other part, require e alntaua 
change of lev el of only two flights of some twelve steps 
(or & rxap about 125.0 feet long) 06). The disadvantage here 
is that below the furfaee oa most streets there ere network 
of cervices ducts which nay need to be diverted at great 
financial costs, -euestrians, too, are normally discouraged 
troa using subw-ys (tunnels) with long and tortoun reaps often 
leading to uninviting unattractive tunnels.

• •2.6.5. -■ -I------ ■ -... •:
asualng the walkway system has been laid out it will 

~leo be necessary to revise the location provision oi 
public facilities. hany of these could be included in the 
choice of alignment, but some will have to be located, or 
no..!/ provide^, at prominent and convenient positions along 
the network.

Boned on expected flow patterns within the nodes and 
auj-cont private areas, a number of essential features should 
be provided primarily on the network. These should includcb 
public conveniencec, public telephones am mailboxes (the 
latter should be located relatively close to vehicular access 
for easy collection) and first aid facilities.
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In planning a pedestrianised street (mall), the 
ioliowing principles should be observed; (5)

i) - Merchants (tracers) should be in hearty accord 
with the proposal;

ii) - Adequate off-street parking facilities should 
be available or contemplated close to the prime 
generators on the mall. Ideally, shoppers 
should not have to walk more than 400 feet;

iii) - ..ceees to transit service should be convenient;
iv) - There Bhoulu be pics-up and delivery points

close to the retail area for taxi and automobile 
passengers;

v) - The pluii shoulu not seriously increase traffic 
congestion else-.hero in the Central .j?ea;

vi) - Pedestrians should be able to walk from shop 
to shop with little or no interference from 
vehicles;

vii) - If transit vehicles are to be usee on the
pedestrianised street (mall), they shoulu be 
oi the type th.it would stimulate true ’shopping* 
activities;

vail) - provision must be made for adequate police and 
fire protection, for efficient maintainance of 
street lights and other public utilities, and 
for handling emergencies;

ix) - The programme should contemplate a continuing 
aeries of promotional events such as temporary 
exhibits and special entertainment;

x) - The pedestrianised street (mall) should contain 
carefully selected features, sidewalk cafes 
exhibits;

xi) - Overall design and the treatment of details 
must be of high quality and in good taste.
This applies particularly to Bigns, shop fronts, 
Street furniture and minor structures;
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Xii) -

xiii) - 

xiv) -

XV) -

xvi) -

xvii) ■

xviii) •

Consideration should be given to protecting 
pedestrian iron adverse weather while retaining 
natural sunlight in good weather;
i'he plan should provide for the siilcisnt handling 
oi goods to .'tiLi from the various building 
along the pedestri; -is*, street (mall);
Modifications of existing structures should 
recognise the needs of present and possible 
future merchandising practices. Tbs progresme 
should not require costly changes in existing 
structures or in present merchandising 
techniques;
Consideration shcul. be given to the requirements 
of the non-retail occupants of the upper floors
of the ooataercin l-c ica-rssidentia l buildings;
Attention should be given to the effect the 
pedestriuzilse.. street ..ould have on retail 
shops not located on ths , •- usstrlanisec street;
ihe plan should be flexible enough to permit 
mod if lcations if sad hen conditions change;
A programme» to be successful, must be capable
of being accomplished in torus of;

s) Reasonable chance of ogre ament as to 
need affected property owners
and their tenants;

b) broed recognition of the objectives 
as being of caeaunity-wide interest;

c) Specific recognition by the central 
area community of the mutual interest 
of retail business and other core 
activities;

d) Compliance with legal limitations and 
requirements;
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•) economic feasibility ©f bearing public and 
private costa;

f) ahysleal feasibility; and
g) Compatibility with the overall central area 

plan*

It should, however, be noted th«t an overall master 
transportation plan should be prepared for the central 
urea, or else changes designed to improve the system for 
one function might disrupt other operations*

Beautification features on the pedestrianised 
street should be relatively easy and inexpensive to 
maintain. Jim plays t i  t ore interesting tno/^r educo.tJent.1 
:jia which are rotated or changed periodically ore some 
-x.'ecta that would attract viators to a pedestrianised 
street.

ifho following procedures (5 ) -«oul be ucofUl, onfi.®- 
the City Council authorities huve decided to pedeatrionise 
a particular street in the Central ireas-

1 - define the principles and techniques for 
the improvement* 2he stuoy should be 
undertaken with the knowledge and assistance 
ci planning section, to aid la :etenaination 
of the projects relationship to comprehensive 
plan* It should, therefore, include;
a) 1 detailed examination of existing 

conditions and review of data available 
through the Chief Planning officer and 
other relevant sections in the City 
engineer's department;

b) Analysis of the function of similar 
and comparable cahcmee in other citiec;
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d) jeveiopment of a set of basio principles
and series of alternative approaches although 
no definite recommendation should be made at 
this stage as to a specific preference for 
one type of treatment for a pedestrianised 
street.

City officials and (where possible) the central area 
tracers should determine ~hich of the several 
alternative courseo of action they dee ire to embark on;

ihe preferred approach for the developmsmt should 
be selected;

a second study should then be mode:
a) to prepare a general plan for the reconetruetion 

of the street as a circulation facility, 
emphasizing the desired types of movement;

b) to prepare geometric plans for circulation 
f acuities;

c) to define design objectives; and

d) to sake preliminary estimate of eost.

1'urther discussions should oe helc a.«l decisions 
reached among all interests parties.

final step shoulc be tho preparation of engineering 
architectural construction drawings, specifications 
cost estimate for the selected improvement.
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4*4. ---------SLaLuU
fraffie safety measures art still characterised by 

conservative ylr.. Ir-ffie education, in many countries, 
attempt to taach edeetrians bov, they should behave in 
trafficj bicyclists how they are to obey the rules j 
motorcyclists, copedlets ana car drivers what rules apply 
tc these. 2hua soot countries lack systematised traffic 
education and as such a rood user, be it a pedestrian or a 
motorist, is never mfonset; about the problems that other 
road user face apart from his own.

Store is, therefore, a necessity for traffic 
education to U  ooorfiin&ted into a system that begins 
in the pre-primary eohool extending through all the e uoation 
levels onu graces and ending with the driving schools, Lhis 
iiaui of eaucution woulc rovide road users with the knouledgs 
■nj awareness of the elements that are involved in tho 
traffic complex. wToa this an improves oasis Xor trdfio 
safety caa be duilt in the future generations.

_afore«ent - the legal position of th© ;DOdeotrian 
os the majority grou* in ti'&ffic has to be enforced. ..t 
reeent the reaction ox the judicial eystc&i is too mild.
Legal actions &aa measure# must have power to safeguard 
the position of the pedestrian and thereby protect the 
safety of traffic &s ~ ’.hole. lor instance, in the 
judicial field:- (13}
a) It should be compulsory Xor drivers backing their 

vehicle without a deer view to the back, to have a 
oecona peroon waiting behind the vehicle If all is safe;

b) Overtaking a slowly approaching or standing vehicle a*t «=\ 
pedestrian - crossing is forbidden in most countries, 
but enforcement is often too inadequate, ihia 
monouvre is one of the most dangerous in troffio;
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c) bpeed limits should be shoe. eu in the central area* 
Xhese are of &reat importance for accident prevention, 
ssessing distances onu speeds of oncoming traffic 
correctly is too difficult for the pe<leatri»aus.

"hera is also & need for a vigorous c«Bj>t.iga and 
.propaganda for ToJk safety. 8 .irohi has oil the f&dlities 
necessary for in. roving ro .<1 Safety for pedestrians. The 
safety campaign for pedestrians should be carried by both 
the mass media and the the dully press.

“  . . .  - - - - : --------

in general, the study recommends that the Halrobi 
Uity authorities should, vith seme urgency, iacluas the 
. edeetrian travel into its overall transportation plr.nniag 
ivoces*.

the stucy further propagates the human idea that 
the safety ol the pedestrian (as a vulnerable road user) 
should have priority over the present idea of searching 
xor a smooth troughflow oi motorised traffic.

,.hile on the subject of safety, it is the opinion 
of this study that frxa on aocident point of flew, the 
faulty actions of the pedestrian are only of secondary 
interest and that the primary cause is that the traffio 
environment offers situations, -here faulty aotious give 
r-SA to accidents.

Sherefors, any future proposals by the Suirobi City 
.uthorities lor the betterment of pedestrian travel, should 
be cone so vith on aim to improve and ensure:

- Safety
- Convenience
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• ueciurity
- Continuity
- Coulort
- .ttraotiveness

Xu or!or to ease the problem of pedestrian 
uovjaent® in the Central rsa oX Hairobi, the following 
proposal* ere deemed necessary by the study

i) Reduction of the volune oX motorised traffic 
going into the Central Area;

ii) Identify'th* existing s^ior pedestrian routes 
in the Central ^re» and upgrade the facilities 
along them*

iii) Connect the .sedeetrian routes to the major 
land-usee in the Central .rea;

it) Intensify campaigns for road safety education 
in a wider f ruac.

Map 25 shows the recooaendei transport M h w i t  
in the Central rea. The concept behind the a<*p is 
that the notcr vehicles ohoul- be restricted to only a 
few roods leaving a number of pockets in the Central 
..res that should then be improved in favour of 
peatstriaa mou.e oi tx’avei when the need lor reoevelo xic.Tt 
of these areua arises. AS such this study has not 
worked out any detailed action plans (for these pocketed 
areas) to show bow the pedestrian travel should be 
given priority owing to tine and financial limitations 
that hen, throughout, cetemineu the scope of thxs 
ntudy. figure 4 »kowe the conceptualisation behind 
the reocosietul t̂iono tt.i. o in Hf-p 23.

i'he study agrees with the finds of a report (19) 
on Central .rea*s .,edestriun traffic.
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FIGURE A BASIC CONCEPT: Pedestrian planning: Central Area

Service and light vehicles 

Parking (off. street)

—  —  —  —  Pedestrian links

Public transport and heavy vehicles

Pedestrian travel priority area
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It is evident that there ure no radical solutions th_t aro 
proposed for the improvement of the trifle flew within 
the Central ^rea cn, therefore some general proposals ar
that:-

a) i n  busy pedestrian routes should have signalised 
crossings and generally JL1 traffic maju-geoent 
schemes should favour pedestrian movement os much 
as possible;

b) The implementation of one-way streets will improve 
crossing facilities particularly on ousy shopping 
streets lixe Government hioad and Hiaa figina street;

c) On commuter routes pedestrian overbridges 
or tunnels should be extensively used to assist 
movement across the busy ring roads such as:

i) L&ndhies ?>.oad/lumwani Rood; and
ii) Uhuru Highway from Uhuru lark to 

City Hall ey.

d) In tho longer t em & footbridge facility should 
connect the boita 3tract area with the Central 
pork} and

e) footbridges may be re uired at busy crossing 
places along the .reposed eastern ring route.

4.6.1 ?H£ 351
_______— - ,r,w,— -a,-----------

1

A cobra crossing on this site, given the traffic 
lights and the huge volume of traffic flow would 
certainly serve no useful urpose. The only solution is 
to have a grade separated pedestrian facility across the 
Highway.
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2his etuuy raconaoii-.B tiat a footbridge across the highway 
would serve * useful cauee in ensuring pedestrian safety.

2bic study further supports the efforts that the 
City ..ngxneer*- -e ...rtiaent, in Hairobi City Councilf made 
in 1971 in designing a footbridge to carry pedestrians 
Uhuru nigh ay from City Hall -ay to Uhuru rack* It is 
reliably understood that the City Council authorities 
had to post phone, lad si initely, the building of the 
footbrlage for financial, reasons, but this study feels 
that the time ban come for the relevant authorities to 
install the bridge considering that the issue of safety 
is of paramount importance in --ny community*

2 -

....... — ^--------------■ Oi2tld-------

from the observations made during the field survey 
of the study, it is ;uite evidont that the present 
simple zebra crossing at the site of etudy is not satisfactory 
especially at such a crossing where there is a high 
,ewebtri*di flow to and iro the Central ^ree and the eastem 
residential suburbs*

2his study, therefore, recoaaeaus that a signalize!
crosslag would be a useful tern orary solution to be 
ultimately replaced by con.lets segregation by either a 
subway or a footbridge.

> - t ------ - U.1&JUJ

2he problem here, to the pedestrian movements is 
brought about by the narrt^ness of the pavement, 
probable solution would be, to do sway with the present 
puirking space and then extend the width of the pavement 
to occupy the .-resent parking re a.
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A-Pedestrian pavement 
B - Parking 

■ C-Carriageway?
D -Iro n  fence 
E-Street ligh t 
F- Parking metre 
G- Flowering tree

A -  Pedestrian pavement (extended)

B -  Carriageway 

C -  Parking 

D - Iron fence 

E-Street light 

F -  Parking metre 
G -F low ering  tree

FIGURE 5 A SKETCH MAP OF A CROSS SECTION OF 

HARAMBEE AVENUE 
(Near Jogoo House)

Map not drawn to scale



'Ibis action would increase the cup.»city of the pavement 
and os.se the congestion in the pedestrian traffic at peak 
hours (see e -etch)

120

4.-  iimajii .« jju & - * .Ymm
----------------

The problems of thin oite of study ;xre typical of 
most problem are-n in the older port of the Central * rea 
(e&st of Tom Kboys street), where the room left for 
pedestrian aovoaantc on the pavements (sidewalks) is 
relatively small.

The solution to the problem of pedestrian 
movements on this site (ana elsewhere in the Central irea 
with similar condition y would be to abolish the present 
. space extend the -c-Cth of the pavement,
fhe temporary activities that operate on the pavement, 
although at time* ore uacful to the pedestrians, should 
be discoursed here and elsewhere where the pavcoent 
widths ore narrow and at the Sisoe time pedestrian flows 
>-re high.

5  - .  -_____ ______  ................ i U . l ,w
The rccomea^atioa by this study as regards such 

a problem area, is that the Hairobl City authorities 
should, with Laaodiatc effect remove the shanty kiosks 
thut, at present, do occupy quite a substantial width 
cf the pavement, ihe pavement should then be properly 
levelled and concrete slaps to be .laced (with come 
attractive design touch) on the pavement. 2hio woulu 
erase the numerous pot holes that ore prominent feature 
on this pavement (sidewalk).
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A -P edestrian  pavement 

B- Parking 
C-Carriageway.’

D-Building 

E- Street light 

F - Parking metre

PROPOSED SITUATION 

A -  Pedestrian pavement (extended)

B -  Carriageway 

C -  Building 

D - Street light

FIGURE 6 A SKETCH MAP OF A CROSS SECTION OF

LUTHUU AVENUE

Map not drawn to scale



A-W all fence 
B-Pedestrian pavement 

C- Parking 
D-Carriageway 

E-WalKretail market) 

F -S tree t light 

G -G uard ra il 

H-Shanty kiosks

A-W all fence

B-N ew  pedestrian pavement 

C-Carriageway 

D-Guard ra il 

E-Wall (retail market)

F -S tre e t light

FIGURE 7 A SKETCH MAP OF A CROSS SECTION

OF PUMWANI ROAD

v
Map not drawn to scale
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vL ̂ -----

o l M n ^  the installation of trulfio light signals 
»tt busy pedestrian croeolng points do ease the pedestrian 
movement problaos, the study is of the opinion th t the 
time allowed in the sign.a cycles, at this crossing (and 
elsewhere) should be such longer and scattered.

There is also a need to giro sore publicity caar>-igns 
on how these signals controls operate and how they 
should be folio >e- nod obey a*, by both the pedestrian and 
the motorist, This could be iuoilitated through r-<Uo 
and televlsioa rograaaes, ô nstaa theatres, schools 
-nd other public .luces amt functions.

,T “ .r.f— . ...

The Walkway could certainly do with more street 
furniture, thnt re acxaally found on such 'walks' in 
other oitieo elsewhere. They should include benches, 
seats sad kios .b that voulu primarily provide 
refreshments, newspapers unci a-gainee end postage stamps.

Being a . ublic space, them is also a need lor 
the installation oi telephone booths, drinking water 
fountains and a public toilet. More attention should be 
given to the floor treatment of the walkway. This 
Walkway is a routoway th_t people should pass through 
while shopping or tour is to Ikigerxag -bout, ijx attractive 
floor treatment is therefore essential on this site, for 
it is estimated* th. t when in notion two-thirds of the 
field of vision, of a person, is occupied by the surface 
which is being «dked u u  therefore the texture, colour cad 
materials used cn floor treatment on pedestrian paths and 
walkways such os the Aga Uuft ulk shcula be in line with 
this fact.

* J. ffiTOHltU - ".nvironsentul Kanageoent"
lurmiot for Traffic : 1971 

i;cGraw-*iiill ; pp.87
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A -O ff street carpark 

B -Paved area (concrete) 

C-M urrum  surfaced area 

D-Open surface drainage 

E- Building 

F-Ftowering tree

A - Off street car park 

B -Paved area 

C -  Kiosk

D-Telephone booth 

E- Building 

F-Flowering tree

FIGURE 8 A SKETCH MAP OF A CROSS SECTION OF

AGA KHAN WALK

Map not drawn to scale
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.................... ....  —  ■  .  ■ .......................

This stuiy roceomnao th..t the City authorities 
should recognise the foot, with am a major link and outlet 
iron the Central rea to the northern and north-eastern 
residential suburbs and th t they shou. j take Immediate 
and appropriate notions to inprove the condition and 
facilitiee on this footpath for pedestrian travel.

The ia.roveoent package should include the 
provision of a concrete pavement up to the footbrige 
zeroes the Nairobi River. The actual width of the 
p&veaent should be relates to the pedestrian flow which 
operate along the footpath, .’he capacity for the 
pavenent could be based on 12 persons per width of the 
pavement after deducting kaout 1.5 ft. dead width for 
shoppers*.

£or this particular footpath e pavement width of 
5 aetreo woulu je auaficient, aor this has a throughfore 
capacity of about 5>000 ,>edc6trians per hour.

4 - 6 .2  - . - -----------------------------------i-A-u-.-a.-wwu
A report by the Nairobi Urban Study Croup 

(UU^C)(19) suggecto that the area including the City 
Market, the Moe ;ue and KacHillan library could, if 
cooprehensivoly redeveloped, fora an ideal site for a 
completely pedestrianised shopping and environmental 
area. To achieve this, the racert adds, part of Ikuindi 
ftbingu street could be dosec to traffio. ,-JH the 
necessary off-street parking to support the shopping 
are could be incorporated within the redeveloped 
plots or within u single large uulti-ctorey Car 
on the higal. Street 3ar 2 i-k Bite.

* Ministry of Transport s ".nods in Urban /-rens" I2i>0
19W
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The report xmrnommmnAm tiu*t a r^aerelo.j^at Tor the plan 
tor this are- he carried out am a matter of priority and 
that emphasis should be placed on the problems of -ocesa 
to various oXf-otreet car-pur..s coiu to uny proposed 
commercial development.

of turning a one porta of the Central Area into pedestrian 
preoints. i’he study, -o*s act however, support the -rea 
chosen by the report (19) for pe^estrionisation. -?he 
area is not a n*jer centre of activities and is not in 
line with the m.-jor pedestrian routes.

Shis study proposes there should be a long-term 
plan to pedeetrianise the following streets in the 
Central ireat-

a) One oils of the -Undhxes *uaad (near Salvation 
irtgy iioal^uartcrs * long where it loros a 
junction witn Temple _^ne and usaald Ngdc. 
street);

e) Banda street; and
f) i.iaathi street.

host of these streets (proposed for pedes trianisation) 
fall within the area# proposed by a City Council report 
(19) us areas that voul' be, from redevelopment and 
environment-1 point of view, a useful exercise to carry 
out studies on the rclevelojaent potential.

Shis study is in c^reemont with the noble idea

b) River ioaA j
o) Biashoru Street;
d) Huinmi Kbingu Street (port of it f:

intern act ion with Bi&shura b treat and 
Banda street);
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The .xeas a elects by the report for further aooel
studies are: -

a) Area around Binsh&ro Street hounded by Kulndi 
Mblngu Street, Government Read, Hjugu Lane and 
Tubman Street;

b) Area bounded by Tea ftboye . treat, River Road, 
Latent. Hoed and Accra Road; and

o) rea bounded by Government deed, i.iiaathi street, 
Tutsan Road and Leny&tta Avenue.

Laaihies Road is a aajor pedestrian route to the 
euetex'n euburoe of the City, uile I.i/er uoad, SieshuvA 
street, Huindi Mbingu street and Kiaathi Street are 
isajor shopping areas, alaathi Street -8 a buoy 
i-cuectriaa route links ..1th City hall ay (through the 
ail ton ..rcade) and eventually to the ga ban oik.

The study suggests that shears complete 
pedes trianls at ion of a street is not .oeaible, owing 
to the problem of vehicular (. resent) circulation
eyetoo* a time aep<a\-ticn eye tea could be adopted 
whereby vehicles would jo allowed into the pedestrianised 
street at specified times.

• ■■ IP. —  ■ - ■ ■ ■■
1. rof. h. H. levy - " e> estrian Transportation In 

Cities of developed and developing countries” - 
in International Federation of edestrian 
. -ssociations (?•!..•) ublior.tion, ijasterdtaa - 
28 - 50 Kay 1975 pp .105 .
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1 2 8

The problem of pedestrian movements, especially 
in terms of safety, therefore callls for an attack on the 
harmful side effect of the motor vehicles. Because of 
his vulnerability, the pedestrian needs to be protected 
against his other road users.

Pedestrian planning in the Nairobi Central <-.rea 
has not yet been given priority let along being 
incorporated fully into the City*s transportation planning 
process. This study notes that as the conflict between 
pedestrians and vehicles continue to reach unproportional 
levels in the Central area and as the number of fatal 
and serious accident casualties also increases year by 
year, there is a need for a specialized approach to the 
urban traffic problems so as to gain safety, comfort 
and convenience for the pedestrians as well as the 
motorists.

The study, has, therefore, recommended that the 
pedestrian mode of travel should be included in the 
overall transportation planning process and that the 
humanitarian idea of safety and convenience of pedestrians 
should have priority over the current tendency, among 
the City*s transportation planners, of aspiring, too 
much, to achieve a smooth throughflow of motorized 
traffic at the expense of pedestrian travel.

SCQP-a K)R jflJiiTHAB. IuffilUCH

This study has not, by any means, exhausted the 
research aspects of the pedestrian mode of travel.
Owing to the already mentioned limitations the study 
has thus only concentrated on a small section of Nairobi 
City, namely the Central Area.

1 2 8



Jf'roa all this one racy will conclude the t more 
resesroh is definitely needed on the characteristic* 
of pedestrian traffic. 2o enable the .lanners to 
a&k* fair cos: orisonc between the results of various 
surveys, psdestri.n dut; should preferably be 
ecospsaied with ouch particulars, such as pedestrians 
- ge limit, street ctu recteristios and weather conditions

More research is still neeued is the field of 
pedestrian planning for children, the old anc the 
hand lea ped.

There la also the nee... for research in the 
unique nee^s anJ coni-ti.cns of pedestrians in each 
geographical are - be-ere ~ny large ,,rogra«a*8 of 
atandardisstion ore initiated, -his type of research 
should include ^syeuologici1 and perceptual analysis 
md teeting.

Hot least in iraportunoe, is the need for further 
research so that aoct the effective aethoce of 
promoting roaa Safety education in a ouch wider 
fraae can be achieved.
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